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Abstract
The construction of a non-separable reflexive Banach space on which every operator is the
sum of a scalar multiple of the identity operator and an operator of separable range is
presented.
Using a result of Rao, a sufficient condition is given for Banach spaces with smooth norms to
be decomposable.
It is shown that operators on Banach spaces of co-dimension one in their biduals are the sum
of a scalar multiple of the identity operator and a weakly compact operator. The Banach
spaces of bounded operators Lfl1,1 p) (l<p<oo) and L(l p, 1 *), 1 < P ^ r < p 1 < oo, where 1/p +
1/p 1 = 1, are shown to be primary.
The spaces of bounded diagonal operators and compact diagonal operators on a seminormalized Schauder basis p, the multiplier algebras Ld(X, p) and Ka(X, P), are introduced and
studied. New examples of these multiplier algebras are presented and a theorem of Sersouri is
extended. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for c0 to embed in Kd(X, p). A
sufficient condition is given on a semi-normalized Schauder basis P of a reflexive hereditarily
indecomposable Banach space Y to ensure that Kd(Y, P) has the RNP. It is shown that the
algebra La(X, p) is semisimple and that on the algebra Ka(X, P) derivations are automatically
continuous.
By representing diagonal operators as stochastic processes a general method of constructing
multiplier algebras is given. A non trivial multiplier invariance for the normalized Haar basis of
L^O,!] is proved.
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Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the problem of whether there exists an infinite dimensional
Banach space X on which every operator T : X > X is the sum of a scalar multiple of
the identity and a compact operator.
There are two reasons for asking this question. The first is that on such a Banach space
every operator would have pleasant spectral properties. The second reason, and the more
important one from the point of view of this thesis, is that there is a sense in which such
a Banach space would have "few" operators.
It follows from the axiom of choice, by means of the Hahn-Banach theorem, that any infinite dimensional Banach space is well endowed with linear functionals. As a consequence
it is always possible to construct finite rank operators on an infinite dimensional Banach
space.
If one considers the closure of the space of finite rank operators on a Banach space X in
the operator norm topology, the resulting space is determined entirely by the linear and
topological properties of the Banach space X. For instance, if the Banach space X has a
Schauder basis, then the closure of the space of finite rank operators in the operator norm
topology coincides with the space of compact operators on X. In this case the Banach
space X has few operators if every operator on X is o f the form XI + K, where A is a
scalar, / is the identity operator and K is a compact operator.
Recently Barnes [1] has shown that any Banach algebra of bounded operators on a Banach space X which contains the finite rank operators must contain the ideal of nuclear
operators with continuous inclusion. Therefore a more extreme few operators question is
whether there exists an infinite dimensional Banach space on which every operator is the
sum of a scalar multiple of the identity and a nuclear operator. By Barnes' result such a
Banach space would have as few operators as the axioms of set theory al low a Banach
space to possess.
Other few operators questions may be asked. Is there a non separable Banach space X
on which every operator is the sum of a scalar multiple of the identity and an operator
of separable range? Is there a non reflexive Banach space on which every operator is
the sum of a scalar multiple of the identity and a weakly compact operator? Is there a
Banach space on which every operator is the sum of a scalar multiple of the identity and
a strictly singular operator?
Thus it is natural to search for a Banach space X where every operator is a small perturbation of a scalar multiple of the identity, where the notion of smallness will depend
on the properties of the Banach space X.
A more general approach to this class of problems is to consider how the linear and
topological properties of Banach spaces X and Y determine the linear and topological
properties of the space of bounded operators between X and Y, L(X,Y). The few
operators questions which arise in this setting include the following. Is there a pair
a Banach spaces X and Y such that every bounded, linear operator from X to Y is

compact and every bounded, linear operator from Y to X is compact? Is th ere a pair
of Banach spaces X and Y such that every operator from X to Y is nuclear and every
bounded operator from Y to X is nuclear?
A very important class of operators in the space of bounded operators on a Banach space
X is the idempotents or projections, i.e. the operators P : X —> X such that P2 = P.
In [2] it was shown that Hilbert spaces are characterized among the Banach spaces by
having the property that every closed subspace is the range of a bounded projection. The
range of a projection on a Banach space X is closed and is said to be a complemented
subspace of X. Therefore Hilbert spaces are very rich in proj ections. A Banach space
X would have as few projections as possible, and is said to be indecomposable, if there
is no projection P : X —t X such that rank (P) = rank (/ P) = oo.
It is also true that if Banach spaces X and Y are abundant in projections, then it is
possible to study the closed subspaces of X, Y or even L(X, Y) which are the ranges of
projections on these spaces. When the Banach spaces X and Y are rich in projections
it is the case that L(X, Y) is "large " in some sense. For instance many complemented
subspaces of //(X, Y) may in fact be isomorphic to Z/(X, Y),X* or Y.
It is a result of Mazur that every infinite dimensional Banach space contains a subspace
with a Schauder basis. ([4], p.7). Therefore, for such a subspace, the space of diagonal
operators may be investigated.
For a Banach space X with a Schauder basis j3 = (en )5!Li» the space of diagonal operators
on /?, L«f(X, /?), consists of operators T : X —t X where Ten = An en for all n for some
scalars An . The richness of the structure of the space Ld(X,/3) depends on the properties
of the Schauder basis j3 and the few operators questions asked for L(X) can easily be
modified to this setting.
Banach spaces which are rich in projections include those which have unconditional
Schauder bases. (A Banach space X has unconditional Schauder basis /3 = (en )JL 1 if
Ld(X,0) can be canonically identified with the Banach space /°°). In these spaces, any
sequence consisting of zeros or ones in Ld(X,/3) corresponds to a projection on X. For a
Banach space X with an unconditional basis it is natural to ask whether every operator
on X is of the form D + K, where D is a diagonal operator on j3 and K is a compact
operator.
An important theorem which underlies several results in this thesis is due to Ramsey [3].
The version we use in Chapter 4 can be stated as follows.
Think of the integers as ordinals so that each integer n is the set consisting of its predecessors and n
m means n < m. By [n]^ we mean the set of all subsets of n of size
r. By [n] we shall mean [n]( l \ i.e. simply n itself. A /c-colouring of a set 5 is a map 7
of 5 into a set {ci,c2 ,... , c*} of k colours. If 7 is a fc-colouring of L^ then M C L is
said to be monochromatic of 7 is constant on M^. We now state a version of Ramsey's
theorem.
Given natural numbers k,r and m there is a natural number n such that for any k-

colouring of [n]^ there is a monochromatic m-subset of [n].
The results of Chapter 1 depend on a very powerful anti-Ramsey theorem for colourings
of graphs on the first uncountable ordinal w\. In Chapter 3 results due to Cowers are
presented which rely heavily on topological Ramsey theory.
Another important result used extensively in Chapter 4 is Pelczyriski's decomposition
theorem. If a Banach space X is complemented in a Banach space Y and Y is complemented in X and both X and Y are isomorphic to their Cartesian squares, X = X ® X
and Y = Y 0 Y , then X is isomorphic to Y. This result enables us to study the richness
of the structure of certain spaces of bounded operators.
Chapter 2 of this thesis is a brief survey of few operator results in finite dimensional
Banach spaces and contains no original material. Similarly Chapter 3 represents a survey
of very important recent results on hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces and with
the exception of Theorem 3.35 contains no new results. The remainder of the thesis
represents the author's own contribution to the subject, except for Chapter 4, Theorem
4 which is due to J. Bourgain and F. Delbaen. Original results are italicised and known
results are not. The results discussed in the thesis represent recent progress on problems
which were open for many years.
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Chapter 1
A non-separable Reflexive Banach space
on which there are few operators
0. Introduction
In [1], using an axiom of set theory in addition to ZFC, the 0^ condition, Shelah
constructed a non separable space on which every bounded linear operator is the sum
of a scalar multiple of the identity operator and an operator of separable range. In [2],
Shelah and Steprans obtained this result without the use of OKI or any other additional
set theoretic axioms.
Lindenstrauss identified the following large class of Banach spaces which are rich in projections [4], [5].
Definition 1 A Banach space has the separable complementation property if every separable subspace is contained in a separable and complemented subspace.
Reflexive spaces [4], [5] and more generally weakly compactly generated spaces [6] are
known to have the separable complementation property. (Recall that a Banach space is
weakly compactly generated if it is the closed linear span of a weakly compact subset.)
The aim of this chapter is to observe that it is possible to modify the construction of
Shelah and Steprans [2] to give a non separable weakly compactly generated Banach
space on which every bounded linear operator is the sum of a scalar multiple of the
identity operator and an operator of separable range and then to construct a reflexive
Banach space with this few operators property.
Since these spaces have the separable complementation property there is a sense in which
they have as few operators as their linear and topological properties will allow.

1. Notation
As in [2], the integers will be thought of as ordinals so that n 6 m means n < m. By [X]*
and [X] <x is meant the set of all subsets of X of size A and of size less than A respectively.
By XY we mean the set of functions from Y to X. In particular R(W| ) is the real vector
space of all real "u;i-tuples".
If X C u>i, I* denotes the characteristic function of X.

2. The Construction of Shelah and Steprans.
Given U C [wi]^ and Q C [u^", define || • \\ HtJ> on R<*") by

Given £ C [M 2] <w , define || - \\ Ktf on R(""> by
!_
P

If we define || • || Wfjctp on RW by
\n,ic,p= max[|| x H*,, || x || W|P , || x ||,c i
and take XP CH,)C) to be the completion of the space R^1 ), then XP CH,)C) is a Banach
space under the norm || • ||-w,jc,pShelah and Steprans considered the case p = I and chose Q,1-L and /C to satisfy
(A) Each element K of /C can be written as /f = {{a2j, 02.7+1} • j € ^} where QO <
(B) If G € a, ^ € U and A' € /C then

(c)
(C) If tf, tf 1 G /C then #{a € ^i : 3/3 + P l with {a,^} G /if and {a,^ 1 } € K 1 } < 5.
(D) If ({<*£, /%}){€«/! is a disjoint family in [u;i] 2 then for every n G w there exists
(a) an injection y> : n —>• w, such that {a^(m ) : m 6 n} € £ and {/^(m ) : m G n} G K.
(b) and injection 0 : n —>• cJi such that
: m G n} € /C
The proof of the existence of £, *H and /C depends on an extension of a powerful anti
Ramsey result of Todorcevic [9].

Lemma 1

Let / be a set of cardinality NI. There exists a function F : [u^] 2 —> / such that for every
disjoint family ({a°(C),Q 1 (^)})^gu; , in [u>i] 2 , for every m G u and every pair of functions
/o 5 /i : [m] 2 ~* I there exists an injection (p : m —>• u^ such that F({au (<£(j)),a u (<7i>(A:))}) =
/u ({j, fc}) for u G {0, 1} and each {j,k} G [m] 2 .
To define G,1l and /C, Shelah and Steprans consider a function
F=(F0 ,Fi):H*-»{0, 1,2} x [«,]<*>
as in Lemma 1.
Then

G = {A G H 2 : F0(B) = 0, V£ € [A] 2 }
U = {A G M 2 : F0(B) = 1,

V5 G [A] 2 }

and A" in [[u;i] 2] <N° lies in /C if and only if
A' = {{a^, alm } : m G n} for some n G w, where
a" < aj

Vj G n G K, u G v G 2

F0({aJ,a2}) = F0({aj,ai}) = 2, V j € k 6 n

= U{{a?,aJ}:iG j}, VjG/cGn.
To prove (.D) for /C, the next lemma, which we shall use later, is employed.
Lemma 2 Let ({a°,aj})^€u; , be a family of mutually disjoint sets in [u>i] 2 . Let F :
[uji] 2 —> {0, 1,2} x [o>i] <H° be the function given by Lemma 1. Let m G {0, 1,2} be given.
There exists an injection T/>m : u —t u>i such that
=m
and

whenever u G {0, 1} and j G A; G w.

Proof We shall define 0m recursively for m G {0, 1,2}. At stage n suppose that t'm | n is
defined and that there exists uncountable An such that

: x

whenever it G {0, 1}, ( € An and j G k G n.
CLAIM There exists C G wi, such that the set {r/ G An : F({a^,a^}) = (m,U{a°(0m (j)),
j G n}) Vu G {0, 1} is uncountable.
If the CLAIM is false, we can find uncountable F C An such that, for all {C,^} G [F] 2
there exists u G {0,1} with F({a°,aJ}) ± (m,U{{a°(il>m (j)),a l (^n (j))} : j G n} = 8,
say.
Consider the family of disjoint sets ({a°,aj})ceun-

Define /o,/i : [{0,1}] 2 —> I by

By Lemma 1 there exist an injection X : {0, 1} -» F such that F({att (^(j)), a*(X(k)}) =
8, Vu G {0, 1} and each {j, k} G [{0, 1}] 2 . This is a contradiction, so the CLAIM is true.
Now define T/>m (n) to be any C G w, predicted by the CLAIM.
The proof of Lemma 2 is now complete. D
Let X\ denote the space Xi(K,/C) which is considered in [2] and X2 denote the space

3. Properties of Xi and
As in [2] the properties of £/,"H and /C imply the next result.
Lemma 3 Let \\ • \\ denote the norm of X\ or Xi- If y is a vector supported on a set
G G Q and z is a vector supported on a set \JK , where K G 1C, then

y \\< 2 || y |U and || z ||< 10 || z

Proof From property (B) we have that
#(Gn#)<l and (GH(UArl ))<2
for any H G U and K 1 G £.

8

So,
II y II«.J<|| y Iki

=

sup{(i; c>eH |y(a)|):ff€«}

< suP{||y!U#(Gn
<
II y lk,2<|| y Iki

oo

< sup{£ {aJJ}6Jfl |»(o) - y(/3)| : A" 6 K}

#(G n (UK1 )) : K1 €
< 2||y

00

So, using the definition of the norm || • ||, we have

II y ||.<|| y ||< 2

00

For the vector z,

< sup{\\z\\ 00 #(Hr\(VK)):He'H}

i

: K1

By property (C), if K,Kl £1C then
#({a G Wl : 3/? ^ ft with {a,/?} € ^ and {a,/? 1 } G tf 1 }) < 5,
and so we may write
z |k,2 < sup{2 || z ||oo #({a Cunlp^P 1 w^h {a,/3} € /T and

{a, 01 } € K1 }) :

z

00

Thus,
|| Z ||oo<|| Z ||< 10 || Z Moo

and we are done.D

Theorem 4 Let X be X\ or X-2- Every bounded linear operator on X, T : X —> X, can
be expressed as T = \I + 5 where A is a scalar and S has separable range.
Proof of Theorem 4
In the case X-2, the proof is as follows. The proof for X\ may be found in [2].
Let T : Xi -4 X^ be a bounded linear operator.
Let ea = I{a) for each a € u\ •
CLAIM 1 For any 7 G u>i there exists f € wi such that (Tea )(7) = 0 for all a > (.
If CLAIM 1 were false, there exists 7 £ u\ such that for all ( 6 wi there exists a(() >
such that |(TeQ(C) )(7)| > 0. Taking T to be {a(f) : C € wj, because a(C) > C VC € wi, T
has cardinality NI.
Also, T is the countable union T = U{{a(C) : C € a>i, |(rea(c) )(7)| > r} : r > 0,r G Q},
and so for some r > 0, the set A = {ot(Q : C € wi, |(^ea(^))(7)| > r} is uncountable.
Fix n G N. We may as well write A = {a(C) • C ^ ^i}- Using lemma 2, we can find an
injection <£ : u -> A such that every finite subset of {a(v?(m)) : m G u?} lies in ^.
Let G = {a((f>(m)) : m G n} € Q and consider y € R(WI) defined by
y(a) = sign((Tea )(7)) if a 6 G and y(a) = 0 if a £ G.
Then,

> | TV
>
l(Tea (7)l
> rn

So we have Vn € N, || T \\ y/n >|| T \\\\ y \\x,> rn, i.e. \\T\\>
For sufficiently large n this is a contradiction, so CLAIM 1 is true.
With a view to a contradiction, suppose now that T is not of the form D + 5 where D is
diagonal on (ea ) a€wi and 5 is of separable range.
CLAIM 2 There exists a family of disjoint two element subsets {a(C) 5 ^(Olce^ of
such that
|(Teo(0 )(/?(C))|>OVC6u)l ,
Suppose CLAIM 2 is false. Also suppose that for each f G u>i there exists 77 = 7/(f ) >
such that
|(Tet,)(7)| > 0 for some 7 = 7(0 > C witn 7 ^ 7710

The condition 7(C) ^ rj(Q allows us to extract an uncountable subfamily from ({7(C)i T7(C)})c€-'i
which satisfies CLAIM 2. So, if CLAIM 2 is false, there exists ( G u>i, such that for all
For each 77 > ( there exists a scalar r,, and some g^ lying in the closed linear span of
{ea : a G C} sucn that
Te,, =
Let us define a linear mapping D : X —>• X by

if a <
If also {n^j-ceu,! is the sequence of basis projections associated to (ea ) a€u,,, we have

T = D + ncr + rnc - ncrnc.
Since II^ is of separable range, T = D + 5 where D is diagonal and 5 is of separable
range. We have assumed that T does not have this form so CLAIM 2 holds.
Using CLAIM 1 and the fact that every element x has countable support we may assume
in CLAIM 2 that (Tea(0 )(/3(r))) = 0 whenever C ^ f?. Also {{a(C),/?(0} : C € wi} =
U{{a(f ),/?(£)} : |Tea «)(/3(C))| > r, C € WI,T > 0,r G Q}, and so we may as well suppose
that there exists r > 0 such that

|(TeB(0 )(/?(C))|>r,VC6u>i.
Using 2D, given n 6 N, we find an injection (f> : n -> u>, such that
<3 = {a(y>(m)) : m € n} € Q and # = {/?(y(m)) : m € n} € U.
Then

2 1| r
>

This is a contradiction for n sufficiently large.
It follows that every operator on X^ has form 5 + D, where S is of separable range and
D is a diagonal operator on {ea } a€wi .
Consider the diagonal operator D. Let us suppose
(Dx)(a) = A(a)x(a), Va € wi, for scalars {A(a)}a€wi .
CLAIM 3 There exists C € wi such that for all r? 1 > 77 > C, A(T?) = A(7/ 1 ).
11

CLAIM 3 asserts that the family {A(a)} Q€wi is eventually constant. If it were false, for
every f 6 wi there exist r/ 1 > 77 > ( such that |A(rj) - \(n l )\ > 0. As before, we can find
r > 0 and mutually disjoint two element subsets ({a((), /?(C)})c€wi i n [^i] 2 such that
|A(a(C))-A(/?(C))|>rVC6wi.
Let n € N be given. By 2(Z)), there exists an injection tp : n —> u\ such that
K = {{a(V>(m)),

: m € n}

lies in /C.

>

So,
5

Z)

Again this is a contradiction for sufficiently large n and the proof of Theorem 4 is
complete, n
Some further properties of X\ and X2 are inherent in the construction.
Proposition 5 If X is X\ or X^, then X contains isomorphic copies of c0 . In particular
X is non reflexive. Also X\ contains isometric copies of il .
Proof Consider an uncountable family ({a°,aj})^€u/ , in [u>i] 2 . By Lemma 2, we can find
an injection T/J : u> —>• LJ\ such that for all {j, k} € [u;] 2 ,

Thus, the set Ci =

: j £ w} is such that every finite subset lies in Q.

If (ea )a6wi denotes the basis {I{Q}}aewi 5 tnen ^ ^s easily checked that
is a copy of the standard c0 basis in X.
If .// € 'H is given, then

Since, G = {a

m— 1

m— 1

k=0

k=0

: k G m} G ^ and #(G H ff) < 1, the expression

takes a non zero value for at most one A; G m, and this value is 1.
12

:j G

So,

m-l

a)l < sup{|cfc | : k € m)
It follows that for 1 < p < oo,
m-l

\\ u .p < sup{|cjk| : k G m)
k=l

Consider now, K = {{70, 7i}, {72,73}, ••• , {72P-2,72P-i}} € £.
Then

1/2

(Ej=o
< EL'o1 M Ej=o( ea(V'(Jt))(72j) + ea(^))(72j+i))
Since G = {a(^(fc)) : k G m} G £, #((? n (U/0) < 2, so the expression #({a(^(fc))} n
(U/i')) takes the non zero value 1 at most twice, so that
m-l

ic,p< 2sup{|c^| : k € m}
fc=0

Thus in X\ or X2 we have
: k
< 2sup{|c^| : k G
We can also find, by Lemma 2, an injection <j> : u -> u\ such that for all {j, k} G [u;] 2 ,

Thus, the set C^ = {a0 (v?(j)) : j G ^} is such that every finite subset lies in H. Then,
for any n G N,

>

where H = {a°((p(k)) : k G m} G %.

It follows that, || Eji'o1 cJ eo°(<t>(j)) \\Xi= EjL"o l c;l an(^ { e<*°(<i>(j)) '• J £ u } ls an isometric
copy of the standard P basis and we are done.D

Proposition 6 The Banach space X\ is not weakly compactly generated.
13

Proof A Banach space X is weakly compactly generated if and only if there exists a
reflexive space R and a bounded linear injection T : R —> X such that T(R) is norm
dense in X [10].
Consider (eQ ) Q€wi in X\. If X\ is weakly compactly generated there exists ra G R, R
reflexive, such that
T(ra )-ea ||<i
where T : .R —>• X\ is a bounded linear injection.
Since u\ is uncountable and u\ = U{{a € u\ :|| ra ||< n} : n G N} we can find M < oo
and an uncountable set F in u\ such that || ra \\< M VQ £ P.
By a similar argument to the Proof of Proposition 5, we can find countable FI = {e Qk :
k € u} such that {eQfc } is a copy of the standard I1 basis in X\. So,
n ci.r
IIII T
Lk-L \rak \) II||
L-ik=\ n.T(r
11^-11 Vn
ck r°>k ll>ll
2^k=i
Illl V
* III!

»* - E*=i c

>
>i
So,

1

[

n

n

n

N<||T||||^cfc raJ|<

Thus, (ro^JJlj is a copy of the standard il basis in H. This is impossible since R is
reflexive and so X\ is not weakly compactly generated.D.
Proposition 7 IfX is a Banach space and is either of X\ or Xi, then X is not isomorphic
to a dual space.

Proof
If X = Y* for some Y, since by Proposition 5 CQ embeds in V*, by a result of Bessaga and
Pelczyriski, Y contains a complemented copy of I1 and so X contains a complemented
copy of ^°°; (cf.[12], Proposition 2. e.8). So, there is a subspace Z of X such that

x s r e z.
Since f° £ f° 0 f°, we have X £ f° 0 f° 0 Z 2 f30 0 X.
So X is the direct sum of two non separable summands. This is impossible by Theorem
4. So X is not isomorphic to a dual space.D.
In fact the Banach space X2 is weakly compactly generated.
Proposition 8 The space X? is weakly compactly generated. It therefore has the separable
complementation property.
14

Proof Consider the mapping T : ^2(^1) — >• X? given by
(Ti)(a) = x(a).

Then,

\\T(x)\\ x,<2\\x\\ ltM ,
T is an injection and T(P(u\)} is dense in X2 .
generated, n.

Therefore X2 is weakly compactly

Therefore X*i is a Banach space satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 4 but which also
has the separable complementation property.

4. A Reflexive Example.
We shall construct our reflexive example using an interpolation method introduced in
[10].
The Banach space X2 with its norm || • || contains ^2(^1) as a dense subspace. Define a
Banach space Y as follows: let | • | n be the Minkowski functional of the set
2n Ball (lt(wi)) + 2-n (Ball(X2 )) for n > 0. Let Y be given by
oo

Y = {y € 4H + X, :\\ y \\ Y = (

\y\

< oo}.

n=l

It is shown in [10] that y is a reflexive Banach space when endowed with norm
and that ^2(^1) ^ Y C X2 with continuous inclusions.

•

y

Notice that |u| n < r if and only if u = z + z, with x G X2 and z G ^2(^1) with || x \\< 2~n r
and || z || 2 < 2n r
The crucial observation is lemma 4. First observe that by property (D) we can construct
sets in Q of size n for any n £ w.
Lemma 1 Let Gn = {ak : 1 < k < 2° + 24 + • • • + 24n } 6e an element of Q where n > 0.
//" y is a vector of the form
2°+24 +-+24 P

n

p=l

y has the form
16 terms

256 terms

L i A ''r T^T
4'

16'16 '

and is supported on Gn € G], then \\ y ||y< 2.
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'

i

22n '
24n ierms

Proof We can first of all split y as x + z where
n

1

L^,

and

= eai .

This shows that |y| 0 < 1.
This same splitting shows, since || x ||< 2 || x ||oo= | and || z || 2 = 1 < 2 that |y| 2 < 1
For j > 2, consider
= Xj + Zj where

and || z3 || 2 = (1 + Ei 1) 1/2 = V? we

Since || x,- || < 2 || x3 \\^ (by Lemma 3) <
have that
and so

as required. D.
We require one further lemma which is similar to lemma 4. By property (D) we can
construct a set K G 1C of size n for n 6 u>.

Lemma 2 Let
Kn = {{afc , &} : 1 < A: <

(24 + 28 + • • • + 24n )}

6e an element of 1C where n > 0. If u is a vector of the form

w has form
16 terms
= (1, -al5 -A, -a2 , -,&,••• , -a, -/?,

1

1

1
n

'22n^'

a
'2 2n

2* n terms
16

1
2 2n

and is supported on UATn , Kn € fC) then
w \\Y< 12
Proof We can split w as w = x0 + z0 where z0 = 0. It is clear that \w o < 1.
Also, by Lemma 3, || x0 ||< 10 || x0 ||oo= y and || z0 ||2= 0, which shows that \w i < |.
If we split u; = Xj + Zj where

Then,

10

and n z,- i|2=
Then, for j > l\w\j+i < ^Vr max[10, \/7] so that
100
25
4 + 4

100

100

oo

j=101

We can now state the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 10
Every bounded linear operator on V, T : Y -> Y , can be expressed as T = XI + S , where
X is a scalar and S has separable range.

Proof
Let T : Y —>• Y be a bounded linear operator.
Let ea — II{a} for each a G u>i
CLAIM 1 For any 7 6 u\ there exists £ G u>i such that (Tea )(7) = 0 for all a > f .
If CLAIM 1 were false, there exists 7 G u;i such that for all ( € wi there exists a(£) >
such that |(Teo(C ))(7)| > 0. Taking T to be {a(f) : C € wj, because a(C) > C V( € w, T
has cardinality HI.
Also, T is the countable union T = U{{a(C) : C € Wj, |(Tea(c) )(7)| > r} : r > 0,r € Q},
and so for some r > 0, the set A = {a(C) '• C € MI, \(Tea^))(^f)\ > r} is uncountable.
Fix n € N. We may as well write A = (a(() : C € u>i}. Using lemma 2, we can find an
injection <f> : u —> A such that every finite subset of {a(</>(m)) : m G a;} lies in Q.
17

Let G = {a(<t>(m)) : m 6 n} e Q and consider y 6 R (WI) denned by
y=

i V»

1

V^

-f ^p=1 ^? 2^r=

where n is chosen to be equal to 2° + 24 + 28 4- 2 16 + • • • + 24fc for some k G N.
By Lemma 8, || y ||y< 2 and so

2 || T ||>|| Ty || y > \\Ty\\x,
>

-I-

p= i j

r=

For sufficiently large fc, this is a contradiction, so CLAIM 1 is true.
With a view to a contradiction, suppose now that T is not of the form D + 5 where D is
diagonal on (ea ) Q6u/1 and 5 is of separable range.
CLAIM 2 There exists a family of disjoint two element subsets {«((),

of

such that

Suppose CLAIM 2 is false. Also suppose that for each £ € u\ there exists 77 = 7y(f) >
such that |(TeT7 )(7)| > 0 for some 7 = ~f(Q > f with 7 ^ 77.
The condition 7 ^ 77 allows us to extract an uncountable subfamily from ({7(() 5
which satisfies CLAIM 2. So, if CLAIM 2 is false, there exists f 6 <Ji, such that for all
For each 77 > f there exists a scalar r^ and some ^ lying in the closed linear span of
{ea : a € C} sucn
=r
Let us define a linear mapping D : X —t X by
~ =
Q

if a <

0,
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If also {II^}^ ewi is the sequence of basis projections associated to (eQ ) Q€u/1 , we have

cc.
r = D + nT + rn - nrn.
Since H^ is of separable range, T = D + S where D is diagonal and S is of separable
range. We have assumed that T does not have this form so CLAIM 2 holds.
Using CLAIM 1 and the fact that every element x has countable support we may assume
in CLAIM 2 that (Te^X/Jfo)) = 0 whenever C ^ 17. Also {{a(C),/?(C)} : C € wj =
U{{a(C), /?(()} : |Tea(C )(/3(C))| > r, ( G u>i,r > 0,r € Q}, and so we may as well suppose
that there exists r > 0 such that

Using 2D, given n G N, we find an injection (p : n —t u, such that
G = {a((p(m)) : m G n} € Q and H = {/3(p(m)) : m G n} G 'H.
Let y be defined by

P=l

where n is chosen to be 2° + 24 + • • • + 24/c for some k G N
By Lemma 4, || y ||y< 2 and so

>|| Ty |U2 >

This is a contradiction for k sufficiently large.
It follows that every operator on Y has form 5 + D, where S is of separable range and
D is diagonal on {ea } a6u/1 .
Consider the diagonal operator D.
Let us suppose
(Dx)(a) = A(a)x(a), Va G a>i, for scalars {A(a)} Q6u;i .

19

CLAIM 3 There exists C € u>i such that for all r? 1 > 77 > (, A(TJ) =
CLAIM 3 asserts that the family {A(a)} a€u/1 is eventually constant. If it were false, for
every f G wi there exist r; 1 > 77 > (" such that \\(rj) - A(r7 1 )| > 0. As before, we can find
r > 0 and mutually disjoint two element subsets ({a(£), /?(C)})c€w! ^n [^i] 2 such that

Let n € N be given. By 2(D), there exists an injection T/> : n —>• wi such that
# = {{a(^(m)), W(m))} : m G
lies in /C.
Let a> be an element of ^Wl ^ of the form

where n = i(24 -f 28 + • • • + 24k )
for some A; € N.
It follows from Lemma 9 that || u \\y< 12.

12 || D ||>|| Du \\ Y >\\ Du \\ x,

This is a contradiction for sufficiently large k and the proof of Theorem 10 is complete.D.
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Chapter 2
Finite Dimensional Spaces with Few Operators
The Minkowski compactum M n is the set of all equivalence classes of isometric ndimensional Banach spaces. It is a compact metric space when endowed with the metric
log(f(-, •) induced by the Banach-Mazur distance d(-, •) where

d(X,Y) = inf{|| T || . || T~ l ||: T : X -+ Y is an isomorphism }.
The problem of computing the diameter of the compactum arises naturally. Let us define
d(M n ) = sup{d(X, Y):

X,Ye M n }.

By a result of F. John [1], it is well known that

and so d(M n ) < n.
However an exact estimate for d(M. n ) was not obtained for over thirty years. In 1980
Gluskin [2] proved the following result.

Theorem 2.1
There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that

d(M n) >cn, VnGN.
Gluskin's proof depends on a construction of elements of M n which are quotients of ilN
spaces and uses measure theory in a crucial fashion in the selection of random Banach
spaces of finite dimension.
Another problem which was known to the Polish school of analysts in the 1930's in Lwow
was the finite dimensional basis problem: is there an absolute constant K such that every
finite dimensional space has a basis with basis constant at most Kl (The basis constant
of a Banach space X is given by b(X) = inf{6((e,-)J± 1 ) : (e,-)?^ is a Schauder basis of
where ^(e,)-^) is the basis constant of the Schauder basis
Motivated by the methods of his previous results Gluskin [3] answered this question
negatively. In fact he proved:

Theorem 2.2
For any n there exists an n-dimensional space X such that the operator norm of any
projection P, of rank at most j, on X is such that

imi>c rankp
\/n log n
22

where c > 0 is an absolute constant. For such a space the basis constant exceeds c

logTl '

At around the same time and independently, Szarek [4] using similar methods constructed
n-dimensional Banach spaces whose basis constants exceeded c1 ^/n , where c1 > 0 is some
absolute constant.
By (ei, 62, • • • , em ) we mean the standard unit basis of

>m

Identify a normed space B by its unit ball and write || • ||B for the norm generated by an
absolutely convex body B C >m
For a Hilbert space H and its subspace F denote by Pp the orthogonal projection of H
onto F. If dim/f = m and | • | is the Hilbert norm, then by a Gaussian variable with
distribution ./V(0,1, H) we mean an H-valued random variable g with density

against Lebesgue measure.
The Gaussian variable g can also be expressed as
1

m

where 7,- are independent real Gaussian variables with 7V(0, 1) distribution on some prob
ability space (1),^", P) and (hj) is an orthonormal basis of H.
It is easily established that
1. E(|<7| 2 ) = 1
2. P[w <E H : \ < \g(u)\ < 2] > 1 - e~cm , c an absolute constant
3. If E is another Hilbert space, V : H — > E an isometry onto and EQ a Ar-dimensional
subspace of £, then

is a Gaussian variable with distribution N(Q,l,E0 ).
Let n be given pi,^2, • • • ,9m be Gaussian variables with distribution JV(0,1,^) on some
probability space (ft,.?7,P). For each u; € fi denote Bn (u) the absolutely convex hull of
the set
Identify Bn (u>) with the normed space (En , || • ||fln(w) ) whose unit ball is Bn (u).
It may be observed that each Bn (u) is a quotient of t^ for some N.
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It was shown in [5] that with high probability the spaces Bn (u) posesses certain properties
including a few operators property: operators of sufficiently small operator norm are in
some sense a small perturbation of a scalar multiple of the identity.
We require first a definition
Definition 2.3
A linear operator T : Rn -> Rn satisfies the mixing condition (Mjk,Q ) if there exists a
subspace H C Rn ,dim# > k such that || PH ±Tx || 2 > a || x || 2 for x € H.
A normed space X satisfies the Grothendieck theorem with constant C if and only if
Ki(T) < C || T || for all T € L(X, Y) for any normed space V, where KI(-) is the oneabsolutely summing norm. (An operator T : X —> Y is one-absolutely summing if there
is a constant C such that for all finite subsets (x,-) in X ]T ||^t|| < C' sup{Zl l x *( x «)l :
x"eX',\\x'\\ <!}.).
If H is a Hilbert space and T € L(H) is compact denote by (sj(T))*™ H the sequence of
5-numbers of T; i.e. the eigenvalues of (T*!1 ) 1 /2 , counted with multiplicity and arranged
in non increasing order.
The quasi-norm || • ||c-0 is defined as
dim//

3-1

Let E be an n dimensional normed space. The volume ratio of E is defined to be
vr(£) = mf()n : D C BE is an ellipsoid
^ vol(D)
where BE is the unit ball of E.
The important properties of the spaces {Bn (u) : LJ 6 fi} were established by Szarek [5].

Theorem 2.4
Given 8 £ (0, 1) for n sufficiently large the set of u 6 n which satisfy
(i) Bn (u>) is isometric to a quotient of £^ with TV < 2n,

(H) II • ||*<|| • HBN H<|| • ||i,
(iii) vr(Bn (u>)) < C, where C is an absolute constant.
(iv) Bn (u) satisfies the Grothendieck theorem with constant C, C an absolute constant.
(v) if || T \\ L(Bn(u))< c(<J)Vn, then \\T-\I \\ Co < tn for some A 6 R,
has probability at least 1 — en , for some 0 < c < 1.
Condition (v) is the required few operators property.
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It states that if an operator on Bn (u) has sufficiently small operator norm, then it is
a perturbation of a scalar multiple of the identity by an operator of small quasi-norm
|| • \\CQ . Moreover the probability of this event for the spaces Bn (u) is asymptotically one
as n tends to infinity.
The existence of n-dimensional spaces satisfying results similar to Theorem 2.4 led to a
string of counter examples in both finite dimensional and infinite dimensional Banach
space theory.
The space constructed in Theorem 2.4 solves the finite dimensional basis problem ([3],
Definition 2.5 Given a finite dimensional Banach space E, the asymmetry constant,
S(E), is the infimum of all numbers g with the following property: there is a group G
of invertible operators on E such that sup{|| g ||: g € G} < g and for u : E —>• E the
condition ug — gu for g G G implies u = C/E for some scalar c.
In [9] using random spaces Mankiewicz showed that for each n there exists an n-dimensional
Banach space E such that s(E) > c-y/n where c > 0 is an absolute constant. In [10]
Mankiewicz gave further results along these lines and investigated the subspace mixing
condition for operators.
Szarek proved in [5] that given n there exists a 2n-dimensional real normed space X such
that whenever Y is an n-dimensional complex normed space and YR is Y treated as a real
space, then the Banach-Manzur distance d(X, YR) > c^/n where c is a constant.
Szarek also shows in [5] that given n there exists an n dimensional space Y over C such
that Y admits a second complex multiplication (denote the resulting space Y) where
<f(Y, Y) > en, c a numerical constant.
Bourgain [11] then constructed an infinite dimensional real Banach space with two com
plex structures which are not complex isomorphic.
In [12], Szarek constructed an infinite dimensional super-reflexive real Banach space which
does not admit complex structure. Moreover this space is not isomorphic to the Cartesian
square of any Banach space.
Mankiewicz [13] showed that there exists a separable superreflexive (real or complex)
Banach space X such that the Banach algebra L(X) admits a homomorphism onto the
Banach algebra C(/3N). This provides a complex example of a Banach space not isomor
phic to any Cartesian square.
Further results on random spaces and random matrices are contained in [14] and [15].
However the most spectacular result obtained using randomly consructed finite dimen
sional was proved by Szarek in [16]: there exists a Banach space with the bounded
approximation property that fails to have a Schauder basis.
More recently [17] Mankiewicz and Szarek have investigated limitations of the random
approach adopted above. Amongst other results they show that a "generic" d-dimensional
25

quotient of £J contains a C-complemented subspace C-isomorphic to ££,
for p = 1 or p = 2.
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k > c\fd, either
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Chapter 3
The Distortion Problem and Hereditarily
Indecomposable Banach Spaces
In this chapter we shall first of all review the construction of Banach spaces, by Cowers
and Maurey, which have few operators. Their results turn out to be related to a long
standing open problem in the geometry of Banach spaces whose solution has recently
been obtained. [1],[2].

Definition 3.1
For A > 1 an infinite dimensional Banach space X is \-distortable if there exists an
equivalent norm | • | on X such that for all infinite dimensional subspaces Y of X,

[N.B. for a Banach space X, we denote
S(X) = {x e X :|| x ||= 1} and ball(X) = {x € X : || x \\< I}.}
An infinite dimensional Banach space X is said to be distortable if X is A-distortable for
some A > 1.
The "distortion problem" for an infinite dimensional Banach space X is whether X is
distortable or not.
An infinite dimensional Banach space X is arbitrarily distortable if X is A-distortable for
all A > 1.
R.C. James [3] proved that the Banach space c$ and tl are not distortable. Milman [4]
showed that if an infinite dimensional Banach space X is not distortable then X contains
a subspace isomorphic to CQ or lp , 1 < p < oo. In fact Milman studied a somewhat wider
class of stability problems.

Definition 3.2
A function / : S(X) —> E is oscillation stable on X if for all infinite dimensional subspaces
Y of X and for all e > 0 there exists an infinite dimensional subspace Z of Y with

A function / : S(X) —t R is finitely oscillation stable if for all infinite dimensional
subspaces Y of X and for all e > 0 there exists a subspace Z of Y of arbitrarily large
finite dimension with
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It may be shown that X does not contain a distortable infinite dimensional subspace V
if and only if for every equivalent norm || • || on X, || • ||: S(X) —)• R. is oscillation stable.
Theorem 3.3 Let X be a Banach space. Every Lipschitz (or even uniformly continuous)
function / : S(X) —>• R is finitely oscillation stable.
Theorem 3.4 There exist Lipschitz functions on unit spheres of Banach spaces which
are not oscillation stable.
Tsirelson [5] was the first to construct an infinite dimensional Banach space which failed
to contain CQ or ip for some 1 < p < oo. Figiel and Johnson [6] described the dual T of the
space displayed by Tsirelson and showed that it also had this property. In [7] an explicit
distortable norm is displayed for T. Theorem 3.4 follows from the work of Tsirelson [5]
and Milman [4].
In [8] Cowers proved a result for the space CQ.

Theorem 3.5
Every uniformly continuous function / : S(CQ) —>• R is oscillation stable.
The proof depends heavily on combinatorial arguments.
Schlumprecht [9] was the first to construct a space 5 which was arbitrarily distortable.
The space S is a space of sequences x for which || x \\s is finite, where || x \\s is defined
by the expression

x \\ s = max[|| x \\^

sup

where (p(i] = Iog2 (l + £)', EI < E% < ••• < EI means that E{ is a finite subset of N which
max£t < min.£?t+i, 1 < i < t and if x = Y^Zi a' e» wnere { e»} are the standard sequences,
and E C N then Ex =
Theorem 3.6 The Banach space 5 with norm given by || • \\s above is arbitrarily
distortable.
The results stated so far show that the distortion problem for arbitrary Banach spaces
essentially reduces to the distortion problem for the space lp (1 < p < oo).
Odell and Schlumprecht solved this problem in [1].

Theorem 3.7
The spaces ip (1 < p < oo) are arbitrarily distortable.
Odell and Schlumprecht used the space S to prove Theorem 3.7. We now give a sketch
of their argument.
It may be shown that an infinite dimensional uniformly convex space X is distortable if
30

there exist asymptotic separated sets, C, D C S(X)\ the sets C, D are separated if
d(C,D) =inf{|| x-y ||:z € C,y € 0} >0
and a set C is asymptotic if d(C, S(Y}) = 0 for all infinite dimensional subspaces Y of X.
A distorted norm is given on such X by the closed convex hull of C U (— C) U <£ball(X)
for some 8 > 0. The Mazur map Mp : S(ll ) -> S(ip ) is given by
0£i) = (sign(x,)|z,
The mapping Mp is a uniformly continuous bijection with uniformly continuous inverse.
It follows that Mp preserves the separated sets property. A further argument shows that
Mp preserves asymptotic sets. By consideration of the Mazur map Mp , it is shown that
tp (\ < p < oo ) is distortable if and only if S(ll ) contains a pair of separated asymptotic
sets.
After these preliminaries, the first step in Odell and Schlumprecht's proof was the next
result.

Theorem 3.8
If X is an infinite dimensional Banach space with an unconditional basis then S(X) and
S(ll ) are uniformly homeomorphic if and only if X does not contain ^°'s uniformly.
The difficult direction in proving Theorem 3.8 is the "if direction.
If X has a 1-unconditional normalized basis (e,-)?^ then we define |x| = X]Si l at|e, where
x = ££i aid. Then S(X)+ = {x G S(X) : x = |x|} and X+ = {x G X : x = \x\}. If h
is a finitely supported element in S(11 ) + and y = 5^y,e, € X+ we define an entropy map
E(h, y} = J^ hi log(y,-) where by convention 0 log 0 = 0.
It turns out that there is a unique x G S(X) + having the same support as h and max
imizing E(h, -) on S(X) + . Define Fx(h) to be that x. It further transpires that if X is
uniformly convex and uniformly smooth then the map FX extends to a uniform homeomorphism between S^1 ) and S(X).
One obstacle remains: the map FX does not trivially preserve asymptotic sets. Odell and
Schlumprecht overcame this as follows.
In the arbitrarily distortable space S there are sets Ak C S(S) and A*k C S(S*) with
tk I 0 such that
(i) Ak is asymptotic in 5 Vfc
(ii) \x*k (xi)\ < emin(M) Xk^l and xj € AJ and x { € At
(iii) For all k and x G Ak there is x* G A*k with x*(x) > 1 - €k .
Define a sequence of sets Bk C S(P) by setting

x* € A and
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where ^ <*ie* o ^ 6,et is the element of I1 given by (fltMSi-

By considering the map ^5., Odell and Schlumprecht show that each Bk is asymptotic
in il . Therefore the sets Ck = Mp (Bk) C S(lp ) (1 < p < oo) are also asymptotic.
The set Ck is unconditional means that |x| € Ck if and only if x E C*. The set C* is
spreading means that if x = (xt-)J±j € C* then
(0,0,--- ,0,xi,0,--- ,0,x 2 ,-..0,x3 ,---) eC*,
no matter where the O's are placed.
An infinite dimensional Banach space X is sequentially arbitrarily distortable if there
exists a sequence of equivalent norms • |jt <|| • || and tk I 0 so that for all z'0 E N and all
infinite dimensional subspaces Y C X there exists y 6 K, |y|,-0 = 1 and |y|jk < emin(i0 fc) if
fc
To be precise Odell and Schlumprecht prove.
Theorem 3.9 The sets Ck C S(ll ) are unconditional, asymptotic and spreading. Also
for some sequence tk •!• 0
(|xjb|, |x/|) < emin(M) lik^i and x* € C* and x^ € C/.
To show that t2 is sequentially arbitrarily distortable and so arbitrarily distortable, we
set
\x\ k = sup{(y,x) : y € Ck U e
The proof for p -^ 2 is very similar.
In [10] Maurey and Rosenthal constructed an infinite dimensional Banach space with a
Schauder basis which is weakly null but has no unconditional subsequences. By com
bining ideas from [10] and Schlumprecht 's paper [9], Cowers and Maurey independently
constructed an infinite dimensional reflexive Banach space X with a Schauder basis which
contains no unconditional basic sequences, [11], [12]. We give a brief outline of their ap
proach and of some of the properties of this space.
In [11] three definitions of the norm of X are given. We give two which reveal clearly
that the space X is a Tsirelson type contruction.
Let CQO be the finitely supported sequences. If E C N then, E : CQQ —> CQO is given by
oo

t=l

The range of a vector x,ran(x) is the smallest interval containing its support. For finite
subsets of N E and F, we write E < F provided max(E) < min(F). We write x < y to
mean ran(x) < ran(y). If xi < x2 < x3 < • • • < xn , we shall say that Xi,x 2 , • • • ,xn are
successive. Let Q = {(xn )~=1 : | supp((xn )~=1 )| < oo,xn € Q Vn € N, |xn | < 1, Vn € N}.
Let J = {ji, J2, J3, • • •} be such that ji < j2 < J3 < • • • and log log n > 4m 2 whenever
m,n 6 J, m < n.
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Let / : [0, oo ) -> [0, oo) be given by

We assume that /(ji) > 256.
Define K C J and L C N by

=

{J2,J4,J6,-"}

Consider an injection a from the collection of finite sequences of successive elements of Q
to L such that, if z\, z^ • • • , zs is such a sequence, 5 = G(Z\,ZI, • • • , zs ) and z = £^=1 2i,
then ^/(Si)a > |supp(z)|.
Let y = (CQO, || • ||) be a normed space. For m £ N.

We define A'm (Y) = {/ € Y' : g = jfc)E7=i fi su* *at A < /2 < • • • < /m and
/. ll< 1,
For k £ N, let F be the set of sequences <7i,#2> • • "9k such that #, £ Q for each z, #1 G
... O .\(y) for each 1 < i < k — I. These are called special
A* (y) and #,-+1 € A* (a
sequences.
& \y 1 fj2 t

J+K

~~

tor I /

For k G N, let #J(y) be the set of functional of the form ~^-r JZ*=1 gj such that
(91-,''' ->9k) € F^. These are called special functionals. Let XQ = (CQO, || • ||o) where
|| x ||o=|| x ll/oo. For N > 0 set
n
x ||^+1 = sup{——-

|| Et-x ||^: nZ^Et <&<"-< En ]
k£K,ge B*k (XN ),EC N}

where in the supremum the sets E{ are intervals of integers.
The sets B*k (XN ] increase with N so || • \\XN <\\ ' IUN+l - Also, || • \\XN <\\ ' 11^5 so we may
define || • || by,
|| x ||= lim || x \\ XN .
TI-+CG

The norm on X may be defined implicitly.

x || = || x IU Vsup{--

|| Ei x \\: 2 < n € N, ^ < E2 < E, < ••• < En }

Vsup{\g(Ex)\ :keK,g€ B*k (X),EC N}.
To prove that X has no unconditional basic sequences, several technical lemmas are
proved about a crucial class of sequences in X.

Definition 3.10
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Given x £ X we say that x is an ^+ -average with constant C if || x ||= 1 and x = ^"=1 x,
for some sequence Xx < x 2 , • • • < x n of non zero elements of X such that || x t ||< ^ Vi.
A vector x is an l\+ vector with constant C if it is a positive multiple of an ^+ - average.
A sequence x\ < x 2 < • • • < x n is a rapidly increasing sequence of ^-averages or R.I.S.,
for / of length N with constant 1 + t if Xk is an ^fc+-average with constant 1 + e for each
, and
> |supp(x fc_i)|
for k = 2, • • • , N. Where e 1 = min(e, 1) and M/ : R ->• R is given by

In fact Cowers and Maurey prove a stronger property than that so far stated.
Definition 3.11
A Banach space X is hereditarily indecomposable (HJ) if every closed subspace Y of X
is indecomposable.
Using an inductive argument, for two infinite dimensional subspaces Y and Z of X such
that Y fl Z = 0, Gowers and Maurey construct, for every S > 0 vectors y £ K and z G Z
such that 6 \\ y + z \\>\\ y — z \\. From this it follows that the projection from Y + Z to
y has operator norm at least (1 — ^)^~, and so X is hereditarily indecomposable.
The vectors y and z are constructed by inductively defining a pair of sequences x l5 • • •
andxJ,X2,--- , x£ where Xi,X2, ••• , Xjt is a R.I.S. of length k and x^x^, • • • , x*k is a special
sequence of length k. Additional properties of these sequences ensure that

i=l

*_!(—l)*" 1 ^,- || < (1 + 2e)kf(k)~ l and when i is odd x, € V, when i is even x, € Z.
Taking y G y to be the sum of the odd numbered x,'s and z G Z to be the sum of the
even numbered xt 's, we have
1
and the proof is complete.
Gowers and Maurey then go on to study operators on hereditarily indecomposable spaces
of C. Their theorem is as follows.
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Theorem 3.12
If X is a complex hereditarily indecomposable Banach space then every bounded linear
operator T on X can be written T = XI + 5, where A G C and S is a strictly singular
operator on X.
The spectrum of T is finite or consists of A and a sequence (An ) of eigenvalues with finite
multiplicity converging to A. D.
We recall a definition.
Definition 3.13 An operator 5 : X —¥ X on an infinite dimensional Banach space X is
strictly singular if the restriction of S to any infinite dimensional subspace of X is not an
isomorphism.
Cowers and Maurey also prove Theorem 3.12 for the real case of the example X they
constructed.
Proof of Theorem 3.12
The proof of Theorem 3.12 proceeds by several definitions and lemmas.
Definition 3.14
For a complex Banach space X and an operator T mapping X into itself, A G C is
infinitely singular for T if there exists for every e > 0 an infinite dimensional subspace Yt
of X such that the restriction of T — A/ to Yc is of operator norm at most e.
A complex number A is not infinitely singular for T if and only if T — XI is an isomorphism
on some finite co-dimensional subspace of X. This property will remain unaffected by a
sufficiently small perturbation so if we define
= {A G C : A not infinitely singular for T},
then FT is an open subset of C. Also if A € FT, then ker(T — A/) is finite dimensional.
Lemma 3.15
If A G FT and if (zn ) is a bounded sequence such that (T — A/)xn is norm convergent,
then (xn } has a norm convergent subsequence and the image of T — \I of any closed
subspace of X is closed.
Proof Consider S = T — XI and let Y be some finite co-dimensional subspace on which
S is an isomorphism. Let Z be a subspace of X such that X = Y 0 Z and suppose
£n = J/n + zn where yn £Y,zn £ Z.
Since Z is finite dimensional and xn is bounded, Sxn = Syn -f Szn , we can pass to a
subsequence such that Szn converges; consequently the corresponding subsequence Syn
is norm convergent. Since S is an isomorphism on V, yn converges. Passing to a further
subsequence we may assume zn converges, so (zn ) converges as required.
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If F is a closed subspace of X, F = F D V + (7, where G is finite dimensional. So,
S'(F) = S(F fl Y) + S(G). Since 5 is an isomorphism on K, and F fl F is closed in
y, S(F n y) is closed so S(F) is also closed. D.

Lemma 3.16 If A G dsp(T) D FT, then A is an eigenvalue of T with finite multiplicity.
Proof The complex number A 6 <9sp(T) is an approximate eigenvalue of T. That is to
say there exist (x n ), || xn ||= 1 with (T — A/)xn —>• 0 as n —> oo. By Lemma 3.15, (x n )
has a convergent subsequence and so the limit of this sequence is an eigenvector with
eigenvalue A. Also the eigenspace of A,ker(T — A/) is finite dimensional since A G FT by
a previous observation, so A has finite multiplicity. D.
Lemma 3.17
If A G dsp(T) fl FT then A is an isolated point of sp(T).
Proof The set FT is open, so it suffices to show that A is an isolated point of dsp(T)r\FrSuppose not, then 3An G dsp(T) fl FT such that An —>• A with An ^ A Vn. The complex
numbers An lie in FT, so each An is eigenvalue, by Lemma 3.16. If xn is such that || xn ||= 1
and Txn = An xn then since (T — A/)xn = (An — A)xn converges to 0 as n —»• oo, we may
assume by Lemma 3.15 that (xn ) is norm convergent to some x with || x ||= 1 such that
Tx = Ax.
Let y be the closed subspace of X generated by the sequence (xn ). Let U be the restriction

of T - A/ to y.

Then U(Y) C Y and UY is dense in Y. Also, (T - XI)Y = UY and A G FT , so by
Lemma 3.15, UY is closed and so UY = Y. However, x G Y so Y0 fl ker U is not {0} and
ker U is finite dimensional. Thus Y can be written as a direct sum YQ + Y\ and UY\ = Y ,
so given small enough e > 0, (U — t!}Y\ = Y. When e ^ 0, (U — d)Y = Y0 and so
ker(t/ — el) ^ {0}, for small enough e > 0. This contradicts the fact that A G <9sp(T).n.

Lemma 3.18
Let 5 be a bounded linear operator from X to itself. If sp(5) = {0}, provided X is
infinite dimensional, then 0 is infinitely singular for 5.
Proof If 0 G FS and X is infinite dimensional, then S is an isomorphism on some infinite
dimensional subspace Z of X of finite co-dimension in X. If necessary replacing S with
kS for some A: G C, we may assume || Sz \\>\\ z \\ for every z G Z.
Define subspaces (Zn )™=0 by Z0 = Z, Zl = Z n SZ, • • • Zk+l = Z n SZk . Then each Zn is
an infinite dimensional subspace of X. If z G Zk , \\ z \\> 0 then z = Sk z0 for some z0 G Z
and 0 <|| zQ \\<\\ Sk z0 ||, so || S* ||> 1 VA:. So the spectral radius of S exceeds 1. This
contradicts the fact that sp(S) = {0}.

Lemma 3.19
If X is infinite dimensional then FT ^ C.
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Proof If FT = C, by Lemma 3.17 every point in dsp(T] is isolated and so the spectrum
of T, sp(T) is finite. Let us suppose sp(T) = {A^ A2 , • • • , Am }. Let us consider
VzGC
For A 7^ 0, we have
P(z) - A = U™=1 (z - m) where m <£ sp(T) V 1 < i < m.
It follows that (P - A)(T) = p(T) - XI is invertible if A ^ 0. So, Sp(P(T)) = {0}.
However X is infinite dimensional, so by Lemma 3.18, 0 is infinitely singular for P(T).
So there exists (xn ), || xn ||= 1 such that (P — X)(T)xn —>• 0 as n —> oo.
If we write, P(T) = (T — XI)Pi(T) and repeatedly apply Lemma 3.15, we prove that
some sequence of (xn ) is convergent. This is impossible so FT
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.12, suppose X is hereditarily indecomposable. Since
FT 7^ C, there exists at least one AO G C such that AO is infinitely singular for T.
Since A0 is infinitely singular for T, for every e > 0 there is an infinite dimensional
subspace Y of X such that || T\y — A0 /|y ||< e.
If T — AQ/ is an isomorphism on some subspace Z, say || (T — XQ!)Z ||> 6 \\ z || for all
z G Z. Let c = j-j and consider Y as in the paragraph above. For y G Y and z G Z, we
have

That is,
This contradicts the fact that X is hereditarily indecomposable. So (T — A0 /) is not an
isomorphism on any infinite dimensional subspace of X, so T — AO/ is strictly singular.
By Lemma 3.17 the spectrum of T is finite or consists of a sequence of eigenvalues
converging to A0 .
If T has a finite spectrum, then if A G dsp(T) H FT , A is isolated in sp(T) by Lemma 3.17.
Consider the spectral projection Q associated with A. Then Y = QX is finite dimensional,
since A0 is not infinitely singular for T and by the spectral mapping theorem. For a finite
spectrum, one value A G sp(T) must be infinitely singular.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.12.D.
A corollary of Theorem 3.12 may also be stated.
Corollary 3.20
A complex hereditarily indecomposable Banach space X is not isomorphic to any proper
subspace.
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A long standing question asked by Banach is whether every Banach space X is isomorphic
to the direct sum X 0 R (in the real case) or X 0 C in the complex case. This is the
hyperplane problem for Banach spaces. Corollary 3.20 answers the hyperplane conjecture
negatively. Cowers [13] gave a second construction of a space which solved this problem.

Theorem 3.21
There exists an infinite dimensional Banach space with an unconditional basis which is
not isomorphic to any of its proper subspaces.
The definition of the norm of the space of Theorem 3.21 is very similar to that of Theorem
3.12.
In the description of the norm of Cowers and Maurey's hereditarily indecomposable Ba
nach space, let the set J be such that if m, n G J then log log log n > 2m. Define a norm
on CQO by the implicit equation
x || = || x IU VsupjELi II &x ||: 2 < n € N,
k£K,x* 6 B
where the supremum for the sets Ek now can be over arbitrary sets E\ < E% < • • • < En
and not just for intervals Ek- This fact ensures that the resulting Banach space has an
unconditional basis.
In the proof of Theorem 3.21 Cowers again uses the notion of R.I.S. sequence and also a
result of Casazza.
Theorem 3.22 Let X be a Banach space with a basis with the property that whenever
(yn ) and (zn ) are two sequences in X such that yn < zn < yn+i (with respect to the
basis), they are not equivalent. Then X is not isomorphic to any proper subspace.
In [14], Cowers and Maurey also establish a few operators result for the Banach space of
Theorem 3.21.
Theorem 3.23
There exists an infinite dimensional Banach space X with unconditional basis (en )^=l
such that every bounded linear operator T from X to itself may be written T = 5 + D,
where 5 is a strictly singular operator and D is a diagonal operator on
The ideas outlined above have also enabled Cowers to construct further examples of
Banach spaces with surprising properties.

Definition 3.23
A Banach space X satisfies the Schroeder-Bernstein conjecture if given a Banach space
V, if Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of X and X is isomorphic to a com
plemented subspace of V, then X is isomorphic to Y.
Cowers [15] next constructed a Banach space X which contains no co,^1 or reflexive subspaces. In [16] he solved the Schroeder-Bernstein problem for Banach spaces by showing
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that this space X is isomorphic to its cube but not its square: X = X 0 X © X but
X
So far the results discussed have consisted mainly of counter-examples to long standing
questions in Banach space theory. However Cowers [17] finally established a positive
result.

Theorem 3.24
Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then X contains an infinite dimensional
subspace with an unconditional basis or an infinite dimensional hereditarily indecompos
able subspace.
The statement of Theorem 3.24 allows another long standing problem in Banach space
theory to be settled.

Definition 3.25
An infinite dimensional Banach space X is homogeneous if it is isomorphic to all of its
closed infinite dimensional subspaces.
Schlumprecht had shown in [9] that any homogeneous Banach space is decomposable. In
[37] the next theorem was proved.

Theorem 3.26
If X is an infinite dimensional Banach space all of whose subspaces have an unconditional
basis, then X is hereditarily I2 .
If X is homogeneous, it is decomposable and so by Theorem 3.24 X must contain an
unconditional basic sequence, and being homogeneous X must have an unconditional
basis. Since X is homogeneous, by Theorem 3.26, X must be isomorphic to £2 . For a
historical review of the homogeneous space problem see [18].
In [19] Cowers commenced a study of the combinatorial ideas underlying [17].
Definition 3.27
A subset A of a topological space is analytic if it is the continuous image of a complete
separable metrisable topological space.
If A is a subset of N" in the product topology and either A or its complement contains
all infinite subsets for some X € Nw , then A is said to be a Ramsey set.
This property holds for open, analytic or Borel subsets of N" in the product topology (cf.
[20]]).
Let X be a Banach space with basis (en )^-i- A generalized block basis is a sequence of
pairs (xn , An ) where x\ < x2 < • • • are vectors of norm one and An € [0, 1] Vn.
Let ^2(X) be the set of all infinite generalized block bases of the basis (en )^L l .
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Let a C ^(X) be arbitrary and consider a two player game between players A and B.
At the nth stage, A chooses a block subspace Xn C X infinite dimensional and B chooses
a pair x n = (x^, An ) with x\ € Xn . Player A aims to contruct a sequence (xi . x 2 , • • • ) G &
and B aims to prevent this.
A strategy for A is a function 0 which, given any finite block basis x\, x 2 , • • • , x n and any
subspace V C X, gives x = </>( x i> • • • xn ; Y) G V.
The strategy (p is a winning strategy for A if, given a sequence X\, X2 , • • • of subspaces
of X, the sequence (xi,x 2 , • • • ) defined by Xi = </?(<£; Xi),xn+i = <^(x l5 . . . z n ;Xn+1 } is in
cr.
Let A = (^i,^2»''') De a sequence of positive scalars and a C ^(X), then G& is the
set of block bases (xi,x 2 ,---) G $2PO sucn tnat there exists (j/i,y2,-") € a
n - x n ||< <5n Vn.
Denote by (T_A the set
Definition 3.28
A set cr C ^(X), for a Banach space X with basis (en )^L1? is weakly Ramsey if, for
every A > 0, either X has an infinite dimensional block subspace Y such that every
sequence (y1} y2 , • • • ) € S(^) consisting of vectors in Y is an element of (O-C ) A , or X has
a subspace Y such that A has a winning strategy for <TA, provided all of B's moves are
subspaces of Y.
Two topologies can be defined on J^(X). First take the norm topology on X, then the
product topology: we call this N. Second take the discrete topology on X, then the
product topology: we call this D.
Cowers theorem can now be stated.
Theorem 3.29 Let X be a Banach space with a basis (en )^=l . Every TV-analytic subset
of 5Z(X) is weakly Ramsey.
Using Theorem 3.29, Cowers gave a new proof of Theorem 3.24 which we now sketch.
Proof of Theorem 3.24.
Without loss assume X has a bimonotone basis. If X contains no unconditional block
basic sequence, then every block subspace contains a block basis Xi,x 2 ,--- such that
,- || > 10~* Vi and given k 3 n < m such that
m

m

l>*
t=n

t=n

The set of such sequences is a GS set for N and so is N analytic. By Theorem 3.29,
player A has a winning strategy in a subspace W for producing sequences like this with
k replaced by |. By considering strategies for player B of form V, Z, Y, Z, Y, Z, • • • with
V, Z arbitrary subspaces of W, it may be shown that the sequence produced by A gives
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for all e > 0 elements y € Y and z £ Z with e || y + z \\>\\ y~z \\ and so W is hereditarily
indecomposable. D .
Cowers then goes on to to give a classification of Banach spaces.
Definition 3.30
An infinite dimensional Banach X space is minimal if every infinite dimensional subspace
of X has a further subspace isomorphic to X.
Two infinite dimensional Banach spaces X and Y are totally incomparable if no infinite
dimensional subspace of X is isomorphic to a subspace of Y.
An infinite dimensional Banach space X is quasi-minimal if it does not contain a pair of
totally incomparable infinite dimensional subspaces.
Let Y < Z mean Y embeds isomorphically in Z. Write Y ~ Z if Y < Z and Z < Y. Then
given a Banach space A", ~ defines an equivalence relation on the infinite dimensional
subspaces of X. If X is quasi-minimal there is a collection ( of infinite dimensional
subspaces of X such that the set f is partially ordered by <, if V, Z 6 C then there exists
W € C sucn that Y > W and Z > W and every infinite dimensional subspace of X has
a subspace isomorphic to a subspace in f . Moreover the existence of such a collection £
implies that X is quasi-minimal. (Take ( to consist of a representative member of each
equivalence class under ~).
As a result, if a quasi-minimal space X has a minimal subspace V, then Y embeds in
every infinite dimensional subspace of X. Therefore, X has a minimal subspace if and
only if C has cardinality one for every choice of
If £ has cardinality greater than one, we say that X is strictly quasi-minimal.
It may be shown that if |f | > 1, then C is uncountable.
Also an infinite dimensional hereditarily indecomposable space is quasi-minimal.
We now state Cowers final result.

Theorem 3.31
Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then X has an infinite dimensional
subspace Y with one of the following properties, which are mutually exclusive and all
possible:
(i) The space Y is hereditarily indecompsable and therefore every operator from a subspace Z of y into Y is a strictly singular perturbation of a scalar multiple of the inclusion
map.
(ii) The space Y has an unconditional basis and every isomorphism between block subspaces W and Z of y is a strictly singular perturbation of some invertible diagonal
operator on Y.
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(iii) The space Y has an unconditional basis and is strictly quasi-minimal,
(iv) The space Y has an unconditional basis and is minimal.
It should be mentioned that Schlumprecht showed that the space 5 of [9] is complementably minimal: every finite dimensional subspace of S contains a subspace isomorphic
to 5 and complemented in 5. [21]. It was also shown that Tsirelson's space T contains
no minimal subspace [22].
Odell and Schlumprecht also solved another open problem in the circle of ideas of this
chapter [23].
Brunei and Succheston proved a result which allowed the notion of spreading model to
be defined. [24]

Proposition 3.32
Let (xn )JL 1 be a bounded sequence in a separable Banach space E. There exists a
subsequence (zJJSJLi of (xn )JLj such that, for all x E E, for all k > 1 and scalars
• • • ,ajfe) = a,
L(x, a) = lim || x + aix nl i + a2 x* 2 -f • • • + a^x^
exists whenever ni < n-i < • • • < n^ tends to infinity.
Let (GJ)^! be the canonical basis of R^ '. Let us suppose we can extract a bounded
subsequence by Propostion 3.32, we set
|| x + ^a.e, ||= L(x,a)Vx € £,Va € R (N) .
i
This defines a semi-norm for E x R^N\
It may easily be shown that this seminorm defines a norm on E x R(N) if and only if the
sequence (xJJ does not converge in E.

Definition 3.33
A sequence (xJJ such as in Proposition 3.32 for which the seminorm above is a norm is
called a spreading sequence. If (xn )^=1 is a spreading sequence in a separable Banach
space E the completion of E x R(N) for the norm described above is the extension of E
defined by the sequence (zn)JJLi- Denote it by F.
The closed subspace of T generated by the sequence (e,)-^ is the spreading model defined
by the sequence
It had been widely conjectured that every infinite dimensional Banach space X had a
spreading model which contained CQ or £p (l < p < oo). However the following result is
true. [23]

Theorem 3.34
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There is an infinite dimensional Banach space X which has no spreading model which
contains CQ or ip (1 < p < oo).
The space is a modification of Schlumprecht's space 5 [9] along the lines of Cowers' space
in [15].
For an extensive study of spreading models we refer to [24].
Further results on hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces have been found by Ferenczi [31]. In particular he has constructed a uniformly convex hereditarily indecom
posable space [32] and studied the K-theoiy of the algebra of bounded operators of two
of the spaces constructed by Cowers and Maurey [31]. Properties of Co-groups and Cosemigroups of operators on hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces were studied in
[35]. Further results on hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces can be found in [34],
[33]. In [33] hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces were shown to be precisely those
spaces X where every bounded operator T : Y -> X mapping a subspace Y into X has
form T = \iy + 5", where A is a scalar, iy ' Y —>• X is the inclusion mapping and 5 is
a strictly singular operator. This result clarifies the few operators property enjoyed by
hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces. It has also been announced that the final
version of [14] contains an example of an indecomposable Banach space that is not hered
itarily indecomposable. In [38] it is shown that a hereditarily indecomposable Banach
space is arbitrarily distortable.

A Positive Result
To complete this chapter we give our own result which yields a condition for a Banach
space to be decomposable.

Theorem 3.35
Let X be a Banach space such that X and X* have Frechet differentiate norms. If there
is a basic sequence (zn )£Li in X such that Xm = \Xi,X2, — > ,xm ] is complemented by a
projection Pm : X ->> Xm with \\ I — Pm \\= 1, Vm € N, then the space Y = [zn]5JLi is
complemented in X.
If Y is of infinite co-dimension in X, then the Banach space X is decomposable.
Proof of Theorem 3.35
In [27], Rao proved the equivalence of the following properties:
(i) X is strictly convex, reflexive and if a sequence (xn ) C X weakly converges to x £ X
and || xn ||—»|| x \\ as n -> oo, then || x - xn \\-t 0 as n -> oo.
(ii) X* has Frechet differentiate norm.
We may therefore suppose that X is strictly convex and reflexive.
For any non empty closed convex subset C of X, define :r(x,C) = {y G C :|| x — y \\ =
mf{\\x-z\\:zeC}}
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When X is strictly convex, the set valued map 7r(z,C) takes values the empty set or
singleton sets, so x •->• 7r(x,C) defines an indempotent mapping, provided 7r(x,C) is non
empty for all x € C. We prove a simple lemma on this mapping.
Lemma 3.36
If X is a strictly convex Banach space and C is a finite dimensional subspace comple
mented by a projection P : X ->> C with || / - P \\= 1, then Px = TT(X, C) Vx <E X. In
particular n(.,C) is a bounded, linear mapping.
Proof Since C is finite dimensional, a well known result from the theory of Hilbert
spaces gives that 7r(x,C) is non empty for all x £ C. Therefore x i-> 7r(x,C) defines an
idempotent mapping on X, since X is strictly convex. For x G X,
(/-P)(x-7r(x,C)) || = || x-Px ||,
since
(/ - P)(TT(X, C}) = 0 for TT(X, C) € C.
Therefore
=

|| x — 7r(x,C)

since Px £ C, by the definition of TT(X, C).
Thus, given x £ X
II|| X
T —
— aPT
— II11 X
T — 7T^X,
TT/'T
x II11 —

Since X is strictly convex, ?r(x, C) is uniquely defined so that,
Px = 7r(x,C), Vx€ X,
as required, n.
For a sequence of non empty, closed convex sets {Cn } in X, Mosco [28] made the following
definitions s — liminf Cn = {x E X : 3 xn G Cn for almost all n and xn — >• x in norm as
n —> 00}
u — limsupCn = {x € X : 3 as subsequence {Cn i} of {Cn } and xn\ € Cn\ Vn 1 and
xni —>• x in the weak topology as n 1 ->• 00}
If s — liminf Cn = u; - liminf Cn the common value is denoted lim Cn .
n

In [29] the next result is proved. It supersedes an earlier version from [27].
Proposition 3.37
If X is a Banach space such that both X and X* have Frechet different i able norm, for
any sequence of non empty closed convex sets {Cn } in X, the following are equivalent:
(i) limCn exists and is non empty.
n
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(ii) there exists non empty, closed convex C such that d(x, Cn ) tends to d(x, C) as n —» oc.
(iii) TT(X, Cn ) is a norm convergent sequence for every x G X.
If we consider Cn = [xi, ^2, • • • , xn] and C = [(zn)JLi], since ( x n)^= i is a basic sequence
property (ii) of Proposition 3.37 holds; so using Lemma 3.36 we can define P : X —>• C
by

Px = lim 7r(z,Cn ) = lim Pn x.
n-too

n—Kx>

The mapping P is clearly a linear indempotent onto C. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem,
P is continuous and we are done.D
Deville has shown that if the norm of a Banach space X is C°°, then X contains an
isomorphic copy of ip and so is not hereditarily indecomposable. Deville has also shown
that a space X such that both X and X* have C°° bump functions must be a Hilbert
space. [36].
This prompts the following question.
Question 3.36 How smooth need the norm of a Banach space X be before the space X
is decomposable and are smoothness conditions sufficient on their own to imply that a
space is decomposable?
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Chapter 4
Spaces of Bounded Operators.
1. Two Few Operator Problems.
It is well known to Banach space theorists that for certain pairs of Banach spaces X and
y, the space of bounded linear operators from X to Y , L(X, y), coincides with the space
of compact operators from X to Y,K(X,Y). (e.g. Take X = ip ,Y = i\ 1 < q < p < oo).
The following question has been raised.
Question 1 Is there a pair of Banach spaces X and Y such that L(X,Y) = K(X,Y)
and L(Y,X) = K(Y,X).
The solution of this problem has been known for some time now, but has never been
published. The short proof below was communicated by F. Delbaen. It is due to J.
Bourgain and F. Delbaen.
Lemma 2 Let X be any Banach space.
An operator T : I2 -> X is compact if and only if || Ten ||-> 0 as n -*• oo for any
orthonormal sequence (en ) in I2 .
Proof cf [1], p.46.
A Banach space is somewhat reflexive if every infinite dimensional subspace contains an
infinite dimensional reflexive subspace.
Let 1 < A < oo and 1 < p < oo. A Banach space is called a £pt\ -space if given a finite
dimensional subspace B of X there is a finite dimensional subspace of E of X containing
B and an invertible linear map T : E -» t*mE such that || T \\\\ T~ l ||< A.
A Banach space is said to be a Cp space if it is a £p,\ -space for some A > 1.
Lemma 3 ([2], Lemma 5.9) Let X be an example of a somewhat reflexive £°° space with
X* isomorphic to I1 as constructed by Bourgain and Delbaen in [2].
Let (zn ) be a weakly null sequence in X with || xn \\> S. We can extract a subsequence
(xnk) such that
N
x
y^

k=i
where the constant C and exponent p > 1 depend on S and the parameters used in the
construction of the £°° space X. The constant C and exponent p are both independent
of the arbitrary integer N and of the weakly null sequence
Proof This is [2], lemma 5.9. We may assume 1 < p < 2 by varying the parameters in
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the construction of X.O.
Theorem 4
There exists a £°°-space X which is somewhat reflexive and such that X' = I 1 , so that

and L(t\X) = K(t\X}.
Proof Take X to be a £°°-space of Bourgain-Delbaen constructed to satisfy Lemma 3.
Let T : X -> i2 be a bounded linear operator. Since T* : I2 ->> X* , where X" = i\ maps
P, a reflexive space, into an il copy, the adjoint T* is compact and so T is compact.

So L(X,P) = K(X,P}.
Let T : i2 —> X be a bounded linear operator. If T is not compact, by Lemma 2, there is
an orthonormal sequence (zn ) in I2 such that yn = Tzn is not norm null. The sequence
(yn ) must be weakly null, so by considering a subsequence (ynk ) we have || ynk \\> 8 > 0
for some 8. By Lemma 3 there exists C l < oo and 1 < p < 2 such that

k=l

k=l

So there is a constant D such that for all ./V,

Since I < p < 2 this is a contradiction and so T must be compact.
Hence L(P ,X] = K(t\X}V
A second question has also been considered by Banach space theorists.
Question 2
Is there a Banach space X for which some proper closed ideal of operators contained in
L(X), the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on X, is complemented in L(X}1
In particular is the ideal of compact operators on A", K(X), ever complemented in L(X}1
In [3] it was shown that for X = J, the James space, L(X) admits a non trivial multi
plicative linear functional and so L(X] has an ideal of co-dimension one. In fact such an
ideal of operators can be explicitly identified.

Lemma 5 (Gantmacher, cf [4], p. 21).
An operator T : X ->• Y between Banach spaces X and Y is weakly compact if and only
ifT**(X**)CY.
Theorem 6 If X is a Banach space of co-dimension one in its bidual, then every operator
on X is of the form A/ + W , where A is a scalar, I is the identity operator on X and W
is a weakly compact operator.
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Proof We have that X m* = X © Y, where Y is a one dimensional space. Consider the
projection P : X" —>• Y onto Y along X. If T : X —>• X is an arbitrary bounded linear
operator, since P o T"/y maps one dimensional space Y onto itself there exists a scalar
A such that

P

_ T1 **!
\ T
01
|y = AYy

The mapping P o (T — A/x)** maps X** onto V and in fact

It follows that (T- \Ix )*m (X") is contained in (I-P)(X~) = X i.e. (T-\Ix ) m *(X mm ) C
X and so by Lemma 5, T — XIx is weakly compact. D.
Thus, for the James space J, the ideal of weakly compact operators W(J) is of codimension one in L(J).
G. Emmanuele has studied the complementation of the space of weakly compact operators
between Banach spaces X and V, W(X, V), in the space of bounded operators L(X,Y)
in [5].

2. The Banach Space L(tl ,tp), 1 < p < oo, is primary.
The space of bounded linear operators between il and a Banach space X can be explicitly
identified.

Proposition 7 Lei X 6e any Banach space, then the space L(tl ,X) is isometrically
isomorphic to (X © X 0 X ® • •
Proof Let (CH)^ denote the standard basis of I1 . Define a mapping from L(£l , X) to
(X 0 X 0 • • • ),oo by

T -> (Ten)- !

Then, the mapping is linear and

sup || Ten ||jr<|| T
n

so the mapping is bounded. Also, if Ten = 0, for all n G N, then T = 0, so the mapping
is injective. If x = Y^Li x* e* € ^
oo

n=l

So that

rri II
T1
II
T
||= sup ||II Ten
\\x
•

n

nJSLj € (^ ffi -f © • • • )e°° define 5 : I1 -> X by 5en = yn . Then 5 is bounded with

= sup
n

and under the mapping the image of 5 is (yn )Sii € (X ® X 0 • • •)/«, so the mapping is
an isometric isomorphism.n.
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We shall now study the projections on the space of bounded operators L(£l ,CP ) for 1 <
p < oo.
A Banach space X is said to be primary if, when X is isomorphic to Y © Z, then A' is
isomorphic to Y or X is isomorphic to Z. In [6] Blower proved that L(l2 ) is primary. We
shall modify Blower's arguments to show that L(tl ,tp ), 1 < p < oo, is primary.

2.1 A Finite Dimensional Decomposition
We first express L(il ,ip ) as a direct sum of finite dimensional subspaces.

Proposition 8
Let (nfc) be a sequence in N with sup^n^ = oo. Then,

Proof By Proposition 7 we have that

It is obvious that (©£Li^)*°° is complemented in L(ll ,tp ).
CLAIM The space ((B^i^)*00 contains a complemented copy of ip .
To prove the CLAIM, let Pn denote the basis projections of the standard basis
in P. Let 5 be subspace of (<&%=&)?*> given by
rsj

Li : PnXn+i = *n ,Vn € N}.
rw

If (yn)SJLi = y €5, #i3/n+i = Vn and so considering the yn as elements of

|yn < |yn+il on N,
sup || yn \\ p(p< oo.
n

So since every montone increasing sequence of real numbers bounded above converges,
there exists unique y € P such that Pny = yn for all n.
If we define ^ : ^p ->5 by
then ij> is bounded linear and onto SLet v? : (®£LiO°° ->• ^P be Siven bv

for all 77 € ^pl , ^ + 4 = 1, where L/M denotes a Banach limit. Then (f> is bounded and
rsj

linear and ^ o ^ is a projection of (@5JLi^)*«> onto ^(^p ) =5 and </? o ^ is the identity
mapping onto ^p . So ip is a complemented subspace of
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Let L = (©SJl^J/eo. If we consider a partition of N into infinite sets
0 ^ and so we can find a subspace W oi L such that

£ = (L 0 L 9 L 0 • • • ),oo 0 W,
since (®m£Nk ^m)t°° contains a complemented copy of (®£Li^)/°° = L for any infinite set

Nk .

Therefore,

L©((L® L® •••),oo ® W)
(L 0 L 0 L 0 • • • ),<» 0 W

L®L =
=
T
02
— Ll.

So that

(L0L0L0 •••)*«» - (£©£©•••)*«> ®£

BL
-.)€«

= (L 0 L ® L 0 • • •),«, ® W
s L.
If L° = (£p 0 £p © ^p 0 • • • )*«, for any partitition of N into infinite sets Nk ,

since (em€ jvfc 0V « L°.
By Pelczyriski's decomposition method we have that
_
Lr° —

To finish the proof observe that given nk with supj. nk = oo, L°° = (® Jlj^ )/» is com
plemented in L and L is complemented in L°°. An argument similar to that used for L,
shows that

Applying Pelczynski's decomposition theorem gives L = L°°, which is the required
result. D.

2.2 A Finite Dimensional Result.
Let Mn be the set of n x n matrices endowed with the ^2 norm. By Proposition 8, we
have that for a sequence (rik) in N with sup fc n k — oo,

Definition 9
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Let cr = {crj,^, • • • , <rn } and r = {r1} T2, • • • ,rn } be two subsets of {1,2,3, ••• . Ar } of
size n. Let A = [atj ] and B = [6tJ ] be matrices in Mn . Define JCTiT : Mn —> MX by
.
otherwise

^,
Let #0.,,. : MN —>• Mn be defined by

Observe that Ka,r Ja,r = /n , the identity map on Mn and JfftT Kff,r — Pa<T is a projection
onto Ja,r (Mn }. Let us call PaiT a block projection of order n.
Proposition 10 Given n, e > 0 and K < oo there exists NO such that if N > N0 and
T € L(MN , MN) with || T ||< /if, then there exist disjoint subsets cr, r of {1, 2, • • • , TV} of
size n and a constant c such that
r ~ C n

< €.

Therefore, one of KfftT TJffiT or KfftT (lN — T)Jff,T is invertible.
Proof Let c > 0 be given. Divide D = {z G C : \z\ < K } into finitely many disjoint
subsets Vk of diameter ^. Define a colouring on pairs of {1, 2, • • • , N} by
if
where i < j.
[eij = et- (2) ej is the usual matrix unit and we consider the H? — £p , where - + -y = 1,
duality] .
By Ramsey's theorem [7], we can find an index /C and a large monochromatic subset <j\
of {1, 2, • • • , N} whose colour is 1C. Let c be any non zero point in
Let 6 > 0 be given to be specified later. Consider the 2-colouring of the quadruples of a\
given by {z, j, k,t} is bad if i < k < j < £ and |(Te,j, eke)\ > 6.
By Ramsey's theorem there is a large monochromatic subset <72 of a\. If <72 is a bad
monochromatic subset of a\ , let k < j < I be the three largest elements of cr2 and i range
from the smallest element of cr2 to the largest element cr2 smaller than k. For suitable
complex numbers et- with |e,-| = 1,

1-

However, || ^ d'Cij 11= (1^1 - 3)? and hence K > S(\a2 \ - 3) 1 ?.
Since 1 < p < oo, by a suitable choice of N we ensure that <72 is good. Continuing in this
way we obtain a large subset (73 of cr2 such that
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whenever z, j, k and i are distinct elements of 0-3 with max{z, k} < min{j, i}.
For the case i =• k < j < t, consider the two colouring of triples of cr3 given by
{i, j,*} is bad if i < j < i and [(Te^e,-/)! > (5.
Ramsey 's theorem gives a large monochromatic set. If Q is a bad monochromatic subset,
fix i as small as we can, i as large as we can and let j range through the bad subset so
that i < j < i. For suitable complex numbers tj with \tj\ = 1 we have

= del ~
j

while

This ensures that we have a large good monochromatic subset £4 of cr3 . The cases i —
k < i < j and i < k < j = i are dealt with similarly.
In conclusion, there is a large subset cr5 of cr4 such that when (z, j) and (k,l) are distinct
pairs in cr5 with max{i, j} < min{fc,^} then

We split up cr5 by taking the first n elements to form a and the last n to form r. The
construction of cr and r gives
|(Te,j,cy )-c| <
We can write

n2 max a,maxa,-j,

max

+"

where 8 = -rr' ensures the above holds. So we have
Ka,r TJff, T -cIn \\<C.

The final statement follows by considering Neumann series to obtain inverses of the op
erators, noticing that c was chosen to be non zero.D.

2.3. A Local Result.
We shall call operators T € L(M), where M = (®~= iMn )^oo, diagonal operators if T
has form T = ®f-iTk where Tn G L(Afn , Mn ). The analysis reduces to a study of these
diagonal operators.
We shall say that an operator S : X -¥ Y between Banach spaces X and Y factors
through an operator R : Xi -» Y\ between Banach spaces X\ and Yi, if there exist
operators U : X -> Xi and V :Yi -+Y such that

5 = VRU
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If an operator Si : X ->> Y factors through RI : Xl ->• Yl and an operator 52 : X -> Y
factors through R? : X\ —> YI, we shall say that the factorizations coincide provided there
exist operators U : X ->• Xi and V : YI -> Y such that
Si

=
= VR2 U

Lemma 11
Given e > 0 and a bounded, linear operator T : M. -> M. there is a bounded, linear
operator T 1 on M. such that
(1) T 1 may be factored through T and I — T 1 may be factored through I — T and the
factorizations coincide.
(2) T 1 is almost diagonal in the sense that || T1 — D \\< e where D is diagonal.
To prove lemma 11 we also need to prove a further lemma.
Lemma 12
Given n £ N, e > 0 there is an N l (n,c) such that if N > N l (n,c) and E is an ndimensional subspace of M^ there is a subspace F of MAT and a block projection q of
order n of MN onto F such that
|| qx ||< c || x || for x G E.
Proof Let e > 0 and n £ N be given. Let E be an n-dimensional subspace of Mnm , where
m will be chosen later to be sufficiently large. By a volume argument we can find an |
net Xi,x 2 , • • • , XL of the unit sphere of E where L depends only on e and n. Consider
the natural projections Qr onto the m2 n x n blocks of Mnm . We have
L

L

k=l

m2

k=l r=l

by a blocking property of the ip norm on Mnm
If we let m be sufficiently large that L < m2 (|)p , we have
,

L

m2

fc=l r=l

So for some r, 1 < r < m2 ,

We can choose our q of the lemma to be this Qr , since (xfc) is an | net for the unit sphere
of E.n.
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Definition 13
Let 7 be any subset of N. We introduce projections on M

\ 0,

otherwise

for x = (xj) £ M..
i,x 2 ,-«- ,x fc ,0,0,---)
, x 2 , • • • ) = (0, 0, • • • , 0, Xfc+1 , Xfc+2 • •
(0,0,--- ,x fc ,0,0,...).

Proof of Lemma 11
We need to select T 1 such that

Given an infinite subset 7 of N, m € / and c > 0, we can select a proper infinite subset J
of 7 such that m ^ J and || pm TPj ||< e.
This is possible because of the fact that for each n,pn is finite rank. If c > 0 and F
is a finite dimensional space with 5" G L(M,F) there is an infinite subset of N such
that || SPi || < c. It suffices to consider the case F = C so that 5 € M"'. We can
partition N into infinitely many disjoint subsets 9 and to each subset c/? there corresponds
3^ — SP^ € M* • Since M. is formed from an i°° direct sum,

for any choice of signs and so || Sv \\< e for some choice of (p.
Define recursively an increasing sequence of integers m^, a decreasing sequence (/*) of
infinite subsets of N and block projections qk on Mmfc such that
(i) qk is of order k
(ii) if x € Pmk T(®ks=lqs (Mm s }} then || qk (x) \\< % \\ x \\
(iii) rrik € h — Ik+i, and

Lemma 12 can be used to satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), while the remark of the above
paragraph gives (iii) and (iv).
Introduce the mapping rk : Mk ->• qk(Mmk ) as the natural isometry and let
Tl =
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Then || T l \\<\\ T \\ and / = (0r^^)(®rfc ). Hence T l factors through T and / - T l
factors through I-T. Moreover the factorizations coincide. Also since || pn T l Pn -i \\< ^
and || pnT 1 !^ \\< ^ we see that if D = @pn T l pn then
\\T l -D\\<e
where D is diagonal and the proof of Lemma 12 is complete. D.
2.4. The Main Result.
We can now prove our main result.
Theorem 14 The Banach space L(P,tp }

(1 < p < oo) is primary.

Proof Let us recall that M. is isomorphic to L(tl ,tp ). Let P : M. —t M. be a projection.
Using the notation used above let P = T.
By Proposition 10 we can find an increasing sequence of integers HJ and bounded maps
Un,, Vnj where || Un} ||< 4 and || Vnj \\< 4 such that Diagram 1 (see Appendix) commutes,
where Qnj = pnj Tpn} for all j or QU} = pnj (I - Tl )pUj for all j
We conclude that there are bounded mappings U l ,Vl such that Diagram 2 (See Ap
pendix) commutes where D 1 = D or D 1 — I — D.
A perturbation argument combined with lemma 12 gives bounded maps £/, V such that
Diagram 3 (see Appendix) commutes, where T 11 = T or T 11 = / — T.
Hence, (®jMnj )^oo is isomorphic to the subspace T u U(@jMnj )foo of T U (M) comple
mented by the projection T U UV. However (Q)jMn} )too is isomorphic to M.
We have that there exist spaces W and Z such that

T n (M) = M@W
s T ll (M}@Z
M
So, since M = (M 0 M 0 • • • )/«

* W © ((Tn (M) © Z) © (Tn (A<) 0 Z) 0

s (T11 (^)®T1

for some space Z 1 . So that

Tll (M) = T
* (Tu (M)®T ll (M)®-'-)e~®Z l

and

(Tn (M) © r n (M) ©•••)/« = T"(M) © (Tn (M) ©•••)/<»
s Z1 © (rn (A<) © Tn (M) © • • • )^« ® (Tn (^t) ©•••
s Z 1 0 ((Tn (A^) © (T"(M)) © (rn (-^) © T n (M))

s z1 ©(r11 (A<)©r11 (A^)e •••)<«
s ru(-M).
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So that by Pelczyriski's decomposition method, T n (M.) is isomorphic to M. and we are
done. D.
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3. The Banach Space L(lp ,tr ], l<p<r<p l <oc where 1 + 4 =
is primary.
3.1 A Finite dimensional Decomposition.
Let Wn be the space of n x n matrices endowed with the operator norm of
Proposition 15
Let (n/c) be a sequence in N with sup fc n^ = oo. Then,

for 1 < p < r < oo.
Proof
Let (en )^=l be the standard basis of lp (or F). Let (P?)^ be the basis projections in
lp ,l < p < oo.
Define a mapping y : (eg^)* -> K(P,lr ) by
oo

for x G ^p , where mjt is chosen so that Pmo = 0, mi = 1 and m^ = m^-x + A;.
Then, given (Tn )~=1 € (®~= i^n ) Co and x € ^p

—

since 1 <

<

P

< r < oo.

sup

m+l<k<n

Therefore, the operator ^((Tn )£°=1 ) is a well defined element of K(P,F) for (Tn )~=1
Let Q : K(P,tr } -> K(lp ,tr ) be given by

k=l
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for x 6
Then,

since 1 < p < r < oo,

-> 0 as m, n -+ oo since T G K(tp ,ir ] and (en )~=1 is a basis of ir .
So Q(T) is well defined and it is easily seen that Q2 = Q and || Q(T) \\<\\ T ||. Also,
Q(K(lp ,lr )) is contained in ^((®r=i^)co) and if T G ^((®S°=i^n)c0 ), then Q(T) = T.
So K(ip ,ir ) contains a complemented copy of (^-iWk)^- If we consider double duals,
we see that L(lp ,£r ) contains a complemented copy of
Let W = (®!tiiWfc)£oo. Let A"n be the natural mapping used to identify Wn with
Prn L(tp ,tr }Pp and Xn+^wn ® 0) = ^(u;,,) for all wn G V^n . Let
be given by
for { G ^p , ?7 G ir where J + ^- = 1, where L/M denotes a Banach limit.
If <p : L(tp ,tr ) -)• W is given by

then v? and ^ are bounded, linear mappings. In fact \f> o <^ is the identity on L(tp ,F] and
(p o T/> is a projection of W onto (p(L(tp ,tr )).
Thus L(£p ,£r ) is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of W.
If we consider a partition of N into infinite sets Wfc, we see that

So there exists a subspace Z of W such that

w = (w © w e
Therefore
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So that

(w 0 w © w e • • • )*« s (w e w © • • • ),oo e w
= (w © w e • ••)/- e (w e w e • • • )/« e z
= ((w©vv)©(w@vv) ©•2 w.
If L = L(tp ,tr ), let (Mfc)^ be a partition of N into infinite sets with minMfc > k. If
is the projection in lp given by
oo

t=l

then T H-> PrMk TPpMk maps K(lp ,tr ) onto a copy of K(tp ,lr }. By essentially repeating the
same argument as given at the start of this proof, we can see that (K(tp , tr ) © K(lp , ir ) ©
• • • )co ^s a complemented subspace of K(tp ,d.r }. By considering double duals, we can find
a subspace Z 1 of L such that
L = (L® L0L0 •••
Repeating an argument used for W gives,
L^ (L0L0L0
By Pelczynski's decomposition method

If sup^nfc = oo, then W(nfc ) = (®?LiWnfc )*°° is complemented in W and W is comple
mented in W(nfc ). Repeating an argument used for W for W(nfc ) shows that

and so by Pelczynski's decomposition method, VV(nfc ) = W, and we are done.

3.2. The Main Result
The proof that L(tp ,£r ) is primary can now proceed almost verbatim as that for
There are two points where the proofs differ.

Proof of Proposition 10
The proof proceeds as above, except now when considering sets a2 , the estimate

where - + -V = 1 , guarantees the existence of a large subset 03 of a2 such that
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whenever i, j, k and i are distinct elements of cr3 with max{z,/c} < mi
Similarly when considering the set £>, the estimate

ensures a large good monochromatic subset g4 of £>3 .
The rest of the proof now proceeds as before.D.
To prove Lemma 11 we also need Lemma 12. Here we need to take a little more care
than before.

Proposition 16
Let 1 < p < r < oo. Let A = (a,-j)^ =1 be a bounded linear mapping from ip to ir . Then

l<-^
«

3

and also

for t = min(r,p1 ) and ^ + 4- = 1.
// A : tpn —>• ^ z's a bounded linear mapping and r < p1 , then

Proof If x = (xj) G tp , by Minkowski's inequality

k = (£,-(! E,- ««*/)'
<

>

, D
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If r < pl then

2^ / j o-i
»

3

and we are done.
Modified proof of Lemma 12
Let e > 0 and n G N be given.
Let E be an n-dimensional subspace of Wnm , where m will be chosen later to be sufficiently
large. By a volume argument we can find an | net Xi, x2 , • • • , XL of the unit sphere of E
where L depends only on e and n.
Consider the natural projections Q s onto the m2

n x n blocks of Wnm . We have

where ^(x*:) is the || • || t norm on the space of matrices Wnrn .
m2

L

by the blocking property of the || • \\ t norm.
L

m'

=l

5=1

Choose m sufficiently large that Ln < (|)f m, where t > 1.
Then there is some 5, 1 < s < m2 such that

£ I <?.«* ll'' < ( )'•
Since x k is an |-net for the unit sphere of E, we may choose this Q s to be the required q
of the lemma. D.
The rest of the proof of Lemma 11 proceeds as before verbatim, only replacing M with
W and Mn with Wn . The remainder of the proof of the main result is also unchanged.
We have proved.
Theorem 17
Let 1 < p < r < pl < oo where - + -y = 1. The Banach space L(tp ,£r ) is primary.
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Closing Remarks
The Ramsey theory technique used here was introduced by Blower [6]. The method of the
rest of the proof was first used by Bourgain [8] to prove that H°° is primary. Subsequently
Miiller used it to prove that BMO is primary [9].
The decomposition of Banach spaces as t°° sums of finite dimensional subspaces may
also have relevance for another problem. Pfitzner has shown that C"-algebras have Pelczynski's property (V) and so L(l2 ) is a Grothendieck space.
If oo > p > 2,tp embeds isometrically in L^O, 1] [cf. [10], p. 167], and so lp is a quotient
of l°°. Thus L(tl ,t?) £ (F © ip 0 • • • )**> is a quotient of F°. Since £°° has (V) and (V)
is inherited by quotients, L(tl ,tp ) has (V) and so is a Grothendieck space for p > 2.

Question 18
For which l<p<r<oois the Banach space L(lp ,lr ) a Grothendieck space?
The primarity of tensor products of lp spaces has been studied in [11].
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Chapter 5
Spaces of Diagonal Operators
1. Introduction
Let /3 = (en )J^j be a Schauder basis of a Banach space X. We say that /? is seminormalized if
0 < inf || en || < sup || en \\< oo.
Let X be a Banach space having a semi-normalized Schauder basis (en )^L n which we
denote by j3. Denote Kd (X,(3) and Ld(X,fi) the following spaces of operators:
Kd (X,P) = {TeK(X):3(Xn )%sl Xn scdm,
Ld (X,/3) = {TeL(X):3(An )~=1 An scalars,

with
with

Ten = An en
Ten = An en

Vn}
Vn};

i.e. Ld(X, (3) is the space of diagonal operators on j3 and Kd(X, /?) is the space of compact
diagonal operators on (3.
These spaces have been studied in [1] and [2]. They are closed subspaces of K(X), the
space of compact operators on X, and //(X), the space of bounded operators on X,
respectively.
The purpose of this chapter is to continue the study of these spaces initiated in [1] and
[2]. In particular we shall be interested in similarities between the properties of K(X)
and L(X) and the properties of Kd(X,/3) and Ld (X,P). Our motivation is the following
question.
Question 1 Let X be a Banach space with a seminormalized Schauder basis /3 = (en )^L l .
Is there a semi-normalized Schauder basis /3 l of X such that there is a diagonal operator
in Ld(X,(3 1 } not of the form A/ + K, where K is a compact diagonal operators and A is
a scalar?
We recall some notation from [1].
A

If X is a Banach space with a basis /3 = (en )£L 1? let X = sp[e* : n > 1]: i.e. the space
generated in X* by the sequence (e*)^ biorthogonal to (en )™=l . Also denote by X, the
space
n
X—^

~

T

^Y= {(anj^Lj : sup || y Oik^k ||< oo}.

fN/

The space X is a Banach space with the norm
n

|| (an )~ ! ||= sup
and X embeds naturally in X>
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For a semi-normalized basis j3 = (en )S!Li of a Banach space X, we define operators
en :X -+X by
00

\ _

— ^n^n-

Let u denote the vector space of all scalar sequences. By a sequence space we mean a
linear subspace of u>.
Let S be a sequence space. The 7-dual of a sequence space 5 is the sequence space S^
given by
n

S7 = {(/?n) scalars : sup | ) ftat-| < oo for all (an ) € 5).
n

.,

A sequence space 5 is 7-perfect if S77 = 5.
A sequence space 5 is a BK space if it is a Banach space and the co-ordinate functionals
are continuous on 5; ie. xn = (aj- ),z = (QJ) 6 5, limn_+oo xn = x imply limn_>oo a] =
Define a multiplication operation on u by

Under this multiplication and its other operations, u is an algebra. A B A'- algebra is
BA'-space which is a sub- algebra of u.

2. Some Previous Results.
In this section we recall some results from [1] and [2] which we shall use throughout the
sequel.
Proposition 2 [1] Let J3 = (en )S!Li De a semi-normalized Schauder basis of a Banach
space X. Then (c'n)^ is a Schauder basis of Kd(X,0).
Also, the basic sequences (e~n )~=1 , (e~;)~=1 and (e~)~=1 are equivalent.
Proposition 3 [1] Let (3 = (en )'^.. l be a semi-normalized Schauder basis of a Banach space
X. The space Ld(X,/3) can be identified with Kd (X,/3) under a natural isomorphism.
r>*4

Let en (n € N) denote the sequences (V)^=i and e the sequence (1, 1, 1, 1, . . . ) in w -
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Proposition 4 [2].
A sequence space S is the sequence space associated to the space of diagonal operators
on a semi-normalized Schauder basis (3 of a Banach space X, L<i(X, /?), if and only if 5
is a 7-perfect B /^-algebra containing each en (n £ N) and e.
It was shown in [29] that a sequence space 5 is associated to a Schauder basis of a Banach
space if and only if S contains all unit vectors en and there exists a 7-perfect £A'-space
T such that the closed span of (en ) in T is S. In this case T = S77 .
Thus to construct spaces of diagonal operators it is necessary to find a BK- algebra where
n )^L 1 is a Schauder basis in 5 and the sequence (1, !,!,•••) lies in S.
Henceforth we shall refer to spaces satisfying Proposition 4 as multiplier algebras.
Proposition 5 [2]
If X is a Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder basis (3 and 5 is the sequence
space associated with Ld(X,/3) and So the sequence space associated with Kd(X, /?), then
bv C S C t°°
bv0 C So C CQ,
with continuous inclusions.
We make one further remark.

Proposition 6 [1]
Let X be a Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder basis /?.
The Banach space Ld(X, /3) is isomorphic to a dual space.
Proposition 6 was an observation of Sersouri in [1]. An early observation of FigaTalamanca was that the space of multipliers on the trigonometric basis of LP (T), M p , 1 <
p < oo, is isometric to a dual space [25].

3. Examples
The first question raised in [1] is the construction of some examples of spaces of diagonal
operators. The examples given in [1] are t°° , bv and J** where J is the James space.
Example 7
Consider the summing basis in c0 , (zn )™= i = ft where
Zn =

T

n

15=1

where (et )^! is the standard basis of c0 .
If A : Co -+ c0 lies in Ld (c0 ,ft), Kzn = \n zn

Vn, then || A || can be explicitly computed.
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Proposition 8 If T : I1 -> t1 is a bounded linear operator then
|| T || = sup || Te,, ||,, .
n

Also, if T : c0 —^ c0 is a bounded linear operator then
| < e

|| T ||= sup || T'en ||,, = sup
n

n

m=l1

Proof cf. [3], p.175.
Using the relations

e l = zi
en = zn -zn_i,

n > 2.

We can compute
oo

3=1

Thus Ld(c0 ,/?i) can be identified with 6v.D.
Example 9 Consider a sequence of real numbers (tn ) such that
0 < t n < 1,

n—foo

Define (xn ) in c0 by
oo

t=n

Lindenstrauss (cf. [4], p.634) observed that (zn )£Li = ft is a monotone conditional basis
of c0 .
If A : c0 —>• c0 is a diagonal operator /?2 with Axn = An xn Vn, using
en = —xn -xn+i, Vn € N
and Proposition 8, we find
m-l

A 11=
The space of diagonal operators L<f(c0 ,/32 ) is identified with a space of sequences of
weighted bounded variation.
Example 10 In [5], Holub and Retherford consider the following shrinking basis, /53 , for
c0 :

x\

— e\
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The co-efficient functional in tl , (fn )™=l are given by
n

=en + s=len+ i, n>2.

If A : tl -¥ il is given by A/n = An /n , Vn € N, we can compute || A || using Proposition
2.2 as
00

A ||= maxUA! + V -|A, - Aj+1 ,sup[|AB | + (n -

J

n^2

By results in [1], (xn )^=1 and (/n )?Li are equivalent Schauder bases and moreover are
shrinking. Once more, the space of diagonal operators Lrf(c0 ,/33 ) is a space of sequences
of weighted bounded variation.
Example 11 (cf. [5]).
Let (/n )5JLi be the basic sequence in il given by
n = en - -(e2n
Define integers 7j(n) by

Define xn in CQ by

n
j=0

where e, = 0 for z < 0.
Then (xn)^.! is a basis for CQ with co-efficient functionals (/n)5JLi- We shall compute the
multipliers on (xn )^ r
Consider T : CQ -> CQ of the form Txn = An xn Vn G N. It can easily be shown that

Te3 = KAa-Ai
Te4 = |(A4 - AI)CI + A4 e4
and generally
Ten = A
Using Proposition 8 we find
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oo

T ||= sup[|An
n€N

Example 12
The convergence field of the strong convergence method is the Banach space [cs] defined

by

00

|xfc| = o(l) (j -» oo) and

[cs} - {(xk)T=1 :

z fc exists }

The norm on [cs] is defined by
n
w

X \\(cS} =
k=l

It is easily established that the standard basis (en )^L l is a Schauder basis of [cs]. In [26]
it was shown that the multiplier algebra of this basis is the space £u, where
T —
~—•I •A'
Pll
^•™i •<
<, I/ —
A

J

is endowed with the norm

x *«=
It has been shown that (xjt)^ lies in ^u if and only if
oo

oo

for every lacunary sequence of integers (A;t). [Recall a sequence of integers is lacunary if
there exists q > 1 such that A^+i > q\k for all k].
We can also show that the space Iv is isomorphic as a Banach space to none of the
multiplier algebras so far exhibited.
Let Z = ((B^Lo^)* 1 be endowed with the norm
oo
V
||II (2jfc)fcii
'} ——
/ j -rn maX
II
V */K— i ||=

n=0

Let dj = Z^fc^-H e* in tv for j > 0.
Define P : iv0 -> ^o by PClx^JiJ = £°10 a.
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~

Then,
P(x) \\ tvo

Also, P2 (x) = P(x)

= suPj

Vx € Iv.

Observe that

m-1

= sup
Therefore, in ivQ , (dj )°°=l spans a copy of bv0 . If (xj)^! € bv0 , then
00

j=0

so the projection P is onto [rfJ']J!0 in ivQ . Also,
oo

j=0

Let
= {x € Z : Q^Z) = 0,

Vj €

Then,
(/ - P)(^0 ) C VK
If u; € W , then (/ - P)(w) = w, so (/ - P)(W) = W.
For x G PV,
00

j-Q

So VK is complemented in £v0 and

tv0 = bv0 0 W.
Let Q : Z —>• Z be given by
oo

j=0

Also <2 2 (x) = Q(z).
If a; € W, Q(w) = w and Q(Z) C W, so

is closed in Z. Observe that for x € Z
oo

= $>,•(*)*'.
j=0
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In Z,
CO

00

j=0

j=0

so (cP)°!0 spans a copy of I1 .
If (cj^lj G ^, then x = ]T°10 Cjdj G [dj ]°l0 an(^

so [dj ]°!0 is complemented in Z.
Therefore
Since bv0 is isomorphic to ^ , we have

Z S ^ 0 W 3 fo0 0 W = Iv
That is^0
Notice that since fuo contains ^, the multiplier basis (e'n)^! is not shrinking and since
ivQ contains i™ uniformly £VQ is not of finite cotype.
Example 13
For q > 1, let

Ag = {(AOr=i;A^€N,A,+1 > gAJt }

For ql > <?, A9 i C A g . The set of all lacunary sequence is U9> i A 9 = A say.
If || • || ^ is the norm of a multiplier algebra M, define || • ||MA by

= sup
for g > 1.
Then if

MA, <oo},

> 1) is a multiplier algebra and 61; C MAq C tv.
If

|| (xfcJJLi ||MA = sup || (xAfc )
(A fc )€A

and
MA is a multiplier algebra and bv C MA C ^v.
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Example 14
It is well known that under certain orderings the matrix units (ei®ej)f°- =l form Schauder
bases of K(ip ) for 1 < p < oo. Using Grothendieck's inequality, the spaces of diagonal
operators on these bases are observed in [24], Chapter 5, to be isomorphic to rp (ll ,t°°),
the space of all operators from il to £°° which factor through Lp .
We now consider method of producing new examples of spaces of diagonal operators from
existing spaces of diagonal operators.
Theorem 15

Let MQ and MQ be the sequence spaces associated to the spaces of compact diagonal
operators Kd(Yi,/3i) and Kd{Y2-l ^2] on semi-normalized Schauder bases j3\ and /32 . That
is

M02 =
Let Ze = (MQ, MQ}Q.,\ be the interpolation space obtained by the real interpolation method.
Then there exists a Banach space Y$ and a semi-normalized Schauder basis (3$ such that

Ze =
So, Ze = Ld (Y*,fa).
Proof As a consequence of the main result of [2], and the fact that the bases are seminormalized we have

and

bv00 C MQ
bv00 C M

C c0
C CQ,

with continuous inclusions.
Therefore, MQ and MQ form an interpolation couple of Banach algebras with compatible
multiplication. By a result of Lofstrom, ([6],p.79, Exercise 12), (M^M^e-i is a Banach
algebra under pointwise multiplication of sequences, ie. a £#-algebra.
Each en lies in Ze since

|| en \\ Ze < max[|| en \\ Mi,\\ en \\ M%}
for all n.
Since the span of en is dense in both bvQ and CQ it is dense in Z9 . In L(Z8 ),
~i + •- + en : Ze
< max[|| ci + • • • + en : Yl -* Yl ||, || €l + • • • + CB : Y2 -> Y2
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by a simple interpolation property
< K < oc,
for some uniform constant K since fa and fa are Schauder bases of Yl and Y2 .
Thus (en )^sl is a Schauder basis of Ze and so by the main result of [7], Ze is a 7-perfect
BK algebra containing each en . Also Ze contains the sequence
^Srf

(1,1,1,1,...), since
supn
< supn max[|| ei + • • • + en || Moi , || ei + • • • + en

< max[supn || ci + • • • + en ||MJ , supn || ej -f • • • + en
< C< oo
for some universal constant C since MQ and MQ are spaces of compact diagonal operators.
So £0= Ld (Y3,fa) for some Banach space ¥3 and semi-normalized Schauder basis fa by
the main result of [2], and Ze = Kd (Y3 ,fa).O.
•**!

By an exactly similar proof and using a result of Calderon ([6], p. 104) we can also consider
the complex method of interpolation.

Theorem 16
Let MI and M° be the sequence spaces associated to the spaces of compact diagonal
operators Kd(Y\,fa} and Kd(Y-2-,fa} °n semi-normalized Schauder bases fa and fa.
Let Yg = (Mi, AfJ)[0]. Then there is a Banach space Y$ and semi-normalized Schauder
basis fa such that
Ye

=

Ye = Kd (Y3 ,fa).
Example 17
The interpolation spaces Ze = (bv0 , co)fl;i are spaces of compact diagonal operators for
some semi-normalized Schauder basis. Also by [8], Ze is of cotype max[j^,2] for 0 ^ |
and cotype 2 + £, Ve > 0 for 0 = \ and by [38] il embeds in Z$, so the multiplier basis is
not shrinking.
A result of Montgomery-Smith [39] shows that cotype is not in general preserved by the
complex interpolation method.
It would be interesting to know if the next result also holds for the spaces K(X] and
L(X) instead of Kd (X,P) and Ld (X,/3).

Theorem 18
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Let X be a Banach space with a semi-normalized Schauder basis (e n )^Lj = (3.
The space Kd (X,j3) has type p if and only if Ld (X,0) has type p.
Also Kd (X,/3) has cotype q if and only if L d (X,j3) has cotype q.
Proof We give the proof for type. The argument for cotype is analogous.

Let us suppose that Kd (X,0) has type p with constant C. Let (xt-)?=1 lie in L d (X,0) if
_«!
_ • — I/ f*
T

t ^^ \ 1'

_t
s*

2'

f* t

N

j.'L
f H^7-i

\
3' * * * /1 me 11

m

II ^ \\ Ld = SUp f

So that,

By renorming X if necessary we may assume that (en )™=i = P is monotone, so that
n )^_ 1 is monotone. Thus,
= lim
m—»oo

Taking limits of both sides of the above inequality and applying the dominated conver
gence theorem, we have

and so Ld(X,j3) has type p.D.
The following two questions are raised in Theorem 18.
Question 19 Is there a Banach space X such that L(X) is not finitely representable in
K(X)1
Question 20 Is there a Banach space X and a semi-normalized Schauder basis 0 of X
such that Ld(X, (3) is not finitely representable in Kd (X, (3)1
If X is reflexive with the compact approximation property K(X) mm is isomorphic to L(X)
and L(X) is always finitely representable in K(X) by local reflexivity. Also if X is
reflexive with a semi-normalized Schauder basis /3, Ld(X,P) = Kd (X,PY* and so by local
reflexivity Ld (X,/3) is finitely representable in Kd (X,(3). (cf. [9], p.33)
It is not known if there is an infinite dimensional Banach space X such that either K(X)
or L(X) have finite cotype or non trivial type. This is relevant to the results of Section
5.
Theorem 21
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1 here is a continuum of mutually non isomorphic multiplier algebras.
Proof
The spaces Z6 of Example 17 are multiplier algebras each having the same cotype as Ze
for 0 < e < 1, i.e. max^,^ ± \ and 2 + c, V£>0 for 0=1. Thus the ZB are'mutually
non isomorphic. D.
We shall return to the construction of families of multiplier algebras in Chapter 6.
4. An Analogue of Sersouri's Theorem
The main result of [1] is that if (en )JL 1 is shrinking or boundedly complete, then (en )^=l
is shrinking. Similar results can be obtained by considering wider classes of Schauder
bases.

Definition 22
A Schauder basis (e,-)?^ is of type WCQ if et- converges weakly to zero. (This notion has
also been called semi-shrinking).
A Schauder basis (a,-)^ of Banach space X is of type (WCQ}* if e* converges weakly to
zero in X* . [This notion has been called semi-boundedly complete].
A Schauder basis (e,-)^ is of type (SWCQ) if some subsequence (en,) is of type
A Schauder basis (e;)^ is of type (SWCQ)* if some subsequence (en,) is of type
Theorem 23
Let (e,)^! be a seminormalized basis of a Banach space X. If (e,-)^ is of type WCQ or of
type (WCQ)" then (en )™=l is of type
V

Proof Consider the injective tensor product X ® X*.
V

For each element v of (X ® X*)* there is a measure /z on the product S x T of the weak-*
compact spaces 5 = ballX*, T = ball A"** such that
v(x ® x*) =
JSxT

Since et- is (WCQ) or (IWCQ)*, the sequence (y*,e;)(y",e*) tends to zero for all (y*,y**) €
5 x T. Hence, v(e, ® e*) -> 0 as i -» oo by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
Thus, (€i)Zi is of type (iwco).D.
Example 24 In [1], Sersouri remarked he could not find an example of a semi-normalized
Schauder basis, (en )~=1 such that (en )^=l is shrinking but (en )~=1 is neither shrinking nor
boundedly complete.
Let (en )°°= i be a semi-normalized unconditional basis of a Banach space X which contains
both CD and £l . Then (e^)^ is equivalent to the standard basis of CQ and so is shrinking.
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However (en )™=l can neither be shrinking nor boundedly complete (cf.
Theorems lc.9 and lc.10).

[9]). p. 21-22,

Indeed if we take X = (CQ 0 ll )i<» and let
x 2n-i = (en ,0),
= (0,en ),

n€N
n€N

then (xn)SLi is unconditional and (x~n )£°=1 is equivalent to the standard CQ basis so is of
type (WCQ). However (xn )^=1 is neither of type WCQ or of type
However we can obtain a converse in the next result.
Theorem 25
Let (ei)i^i be a semi-normalized Schauder basis of a Banach space X. Then (e,)^ is of
type (SWCQ) if and only if (e,-) ^ is either of type (SWCQ) or of type (SWCQ)*

Proof
If en, —>• 0 weakly, then by Theorem 23, e~n< —* 0 weakly. So (e~n )^L 1 is of type (SWCQ).
If e*. —>• 0 weakly, then by Theorem 23, (e~ni }i=\ is of type (WCQ) and so (en )^ssl is of type
(SW CQ).

If (c^eJJS! = (et-)~! isoftype(5u;co),thenen,(8)e;i -^ 0 weakly in X ® X*. If
is not weakly null, there exists x** E ^** and a subsequence (ej^ ) of (e* ) such that
Since (en, ® ej.) ->• 0 weakly for every x* € A"*,

so emfc is of type (WCQ). That is (e^gj is of type (SWCQ).
Similarly if (en,.)£i is not weakly null, then (ej)^ is of type (SWCQ)*.O.

Corollary 26
If (xn )°°=1 is a semi-normalized unconditional basic sequence in a Banach space X, then
(xn)SLi has a (WCQ) (ie. semi- shrinking) subsequence or a (WCQ)* (it. semi-boundedly
complete) subsequence.
Proof The multiplier basis (xn )™=l is equivalent to the standard basis of CQ so is (WCQ)
and hence (SWCQ). By Theorem 25, the basic sequence (xn )~=1 is (SWCQ) or (su;co)*.a
Cowers [29] has constructed a Banach space with no shrinking or boundedly complete
basic sequences. Corollary 26 prompts a natural question.
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Question 27. Is there a Banach space X which has no semi-normalized (WCQ) (ie. semishrinking) or (WCQ)" (ie. semi-boundedly complete) basic sequences?
Clearly a Banach space answering Question 27 would have no semi-normalized uncondi
tional basic sequences.

5. The Containment of c0 in Kd (X,(3}.
In [1] Sersouri observes that the space of compact diagonal operators is uncomplemented
in the space of diagonal operators if it contains a copy of CQ. This result also holds for
the space of compact operators K(X) on a Banach space X and the space of bounded
operators on X,L(X). ([10], [11]).
Using ideas originating in work of Feder [12], [13], Emmanuele gave a necessary and
sufficient condition for the containment of CQ in K(X] [10]. Emmanuele proved that CQ
embeds in the space of compact operators on a Banach space X if and only if there is a
00

non compact operator T : X —> X and compact operators Tn , such that T(x) —
oo

for all x € X', where the expression \^Tn (x) converges unconditionally to T(x) for each
n=l

Definition 28
An operator T E Ld(X,{3), where X is a Banach space and j3 is a semi-normalized
Schauder basis of X, has an unconditional, compact multiplier expansion with respect to
j3 if and only if
oo

n=l

where each Tn £ Kd (X,f3] and Y^=i Tn (x) converges unconditionally to T(x) for each
x G X.
In analogy with Emmanuele's result [10] we have the following.

Theorem 29
Let X be a Banach space with a seminormalized Schauder basis /3.
The space CQ is isomorphic to a subspace of Kd (X,fi} if and only if there exists a non
compact diagonal operator in Ld(X,/3) which has an unconditional compact multiplier
expansion with respect to /3.
Proof Let J3 be (cnJJJLj and suppose CQ embeds isomorphically in Kd = Kd(X,j3).
The bases /3 l = (en )™=l and (e^)^ are equivalent, by a result from [1], so we may
consider instead the space K\ = Kd (Kd ,Pl ).
Let (kn } be a copy of the standard basis of CQ in K\ and let (k*)^ be its co-efficient
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functionals.
By Proposition l.a.12 of [9], since (kn )™=1 is a weakly null basic sequence, we may assume
that kn is a block basic sequence of (e~n )5JL 1? say
Pn+1

kn = V a,e; Vn€N
where pi < p2 < p? < . . . .
Define Tn G L(^) by
Pn+l

J=Pn

Each Tn is a compact multiplier in Kd given by
Pn-fl

j=pn+l

For C = (CO € r° and x 6 Kd ,

/• V^Pn
Sn Z>j=:

for some constant C, since (fcn )£Li is equivalent to a standard basis of CQ.
This final expression tends to zero as M, W -)• oo since x £ Kd and (en )J°=1 is a basis of
So for each x £ Kd the series £^=1 Tn (z) converges unconditionally and defines an
element T(x) of X.
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The mapping T in L(Kd) is linear and bounded since there exists constant C such that
n=l

<

II EiLl *» II II * II

X

,

since (kn )<^=il is a standard CQ basis.
The operator T lies in Ld(Kd,/3l ). Let (fcn )* denote the Hahn-Banach extension of (/:*)
to the whole of KdA

Suppose T is compact. Then T* is compact and (T" ((kn )*))'^L l is sequentially compact.
However for n > m

a

n)

—(km) ?2^r =m+l^r

n

= 1
Therefore,

ll^ Un
T<*ffi
• r I)ii T
) ) ||>
1 ((Km \*\
) ) — rr*i(L
((kn \*\
mf

and so T is not compact.
The operators Tn in K\ correspond to diagonal operators Sn in Kd given by
Pn+l

^—-s

_

bn — 2_^ ajei ~ nm
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If we define 5 € L d (X,P)\Kd (X,p) by
00

n=l
oo

then 5 is well defined and ^Sn (y) converges unconditionally to 5(y) by similar argun=l

ments as used for T and (Tn ).

This completes one half of the proof.
Let us now suppose that there exists T G Ld (X,/3)\Kd (X,/3) such
00

n=l

where each Tn G Kd(X,j3) and Y^=i Tn (x) converges unconditionally to T(x) for each
Let 5n (x) = 2m=i ^n(s)» then (5n ) is not a Cauchy sequence in L(X), else T would be
compact.
Thus, there exists 77 > 0, sequences (mjt), (njt) ... in N with m* < njt < mjt+i such that

Tr \\> r,
p=m k +l

Let T be the field of finite subsets of N and their complements. Define G : T —»• Kd (X, {3}
by
-5nfc ) if A finite
if A infinite
Since T = ]£n Tn is an unconditional compact expansion, the set {G(A) : A G F] is a
bounded subset of Kd(X,/3).
If AI, A2 G ^ and AI O A2 = 0 then

since if AiHA2 = 0 either AI or A2 is finite. In the first case, G( A! UA2 ) = G(Ai)+G(A2 )
trivially. In the second case

G(A2 ) =
= G(A! U A2 )
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Therefore G is a bounded, finitely additive vector measure which is not strongly additive
since || Snk - Smk ||> ry > 0 Vfc € N. By ([14], p.20, Theorem 2), the space "CQ embeds
isomorphically in Kd(X,@), and the theorem is proved. D
The characterization of when CQ embeds in Kd (X,/3) allows further results to be proved.
We shall say that a semi-normalized Schauder basis (3 of a Banach space X has Property
Mo if Ld(X,/3) H CQ = Kd (X,/3). Property M0 is enjoyed by unconditional bases. The
examples given earlier in this chapter show that the standard bases of bv0 , J and lvQ
enjoy Property MO as does the summing basis of CQ.

Theorem 30
Let /3 = (en)^-i be a weakly null (ie. (WCQ)) semi-normalized Schauder basis of a Banach
space X. Suppose j3 has Property MQ. If CQ embeds isomorphically in Kd(X,/3), then
J3 = (en )^L 1 has an unconditional subsequence.
Proof If CQ <-* Kd(X,/3), by Theorem 29 there exists a non compact operator T €
Ld(X,fi). Let us suppose
Ten = An en , Vn€N,
where An are scalars. Moreover, T has an unconditional compact multiplier expansion
oo

n=l

where each Tn G Kd(X,j3) and the convergence in (**) is unconditional for each x G X.
Also, the proof of Theorem 29 shows that we may assume Tn has the form
Pn+l

j=Pn + l

for pi < pi < ps < • - • •
Since T is non compact, and since /? has Property M0 , there is a subsequence (rrik)kLi
such that inffc |AmJ > 0. With out loss we may assume that at most one rrik lies in each
interval
\Pk,Pk + l,pfc + 2, • • • ,pk+\ ~ 1}; by taking another subsequence if necessary.
Let Xi = [emfc ]fci r The operator T\ Xl maps Xi into Xi and is non compact. We may
also write
Jt=l

for some subsequence (rk ) of N, where the convergence is unconditional for each Xi G X\.
An operator 5 : Z -> Y is lucid if there exist sequences «) in Z* and (yn ) in Y such
that
n=l
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where the series converges unconditionally.
In [30] it was shown that lucid operators are precisely those which factor through a Banach
space with an unconditional basis.
Thus, the operator T\x l is lucid, so there is a Banach space U with an unconditional
basis (un)^Li and a factorization as in Figure 1 (See Appendix).
Since T\x l is non compact and T\xl = £2 Si, Si is non compact. So for some subsequence
K)r=i of (m fc )£i, inffc || Sienfc ||> 0. Since (Sie^)^ is weakly null, (S^J^ can
be taken to be a block basis of the unconditional basis (un )5JLj, by ([9] p. 7, Proposition
l.a.12). Therefore (Sienfc )^_ 1 is an unconditional basic sequence. Now,

If m = inffc |Anfc | and A l - infn || en ||, #1 = sup n || en ||,
Tenfc ||

<

|| T || ft

< ———-——— <

Thus the sequence {A^}]^ lies in the compact set
"

{z € C : 0 < m < \z\ < "

1 < oo}.

By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, {A^lJi! has a convergent subsequence. Using the
Cauchy condition we can choose a further subsequence {AgjJJLj such that

Then,

oo

/C—1

2

-.-I

A9fc

A9k+1 ~ 6m2

lies in bv and so is a bounded multiplier on the basis
{-r-|
Thus the sequence
L A 9fc
^
Let X2 = taJ^. Let S3 : X2 -+ X2 be given by
00

00

k=l

fc=l

For signs 0* = ±1, scalars

<
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..

where K is the unconditional constant of (Sie

< K || 53 || || S2 || i| 5,
Therefore, (egfc )jg.j is an unconditional basic sequence and the required result is proven. D.
Example 31
Consider the uniformly convex Banach space E with normalized monotone basis (3 =
( en)£Li so that no subsequence of /? is an unconditional basic sequence, constructed by
Maurey and Rosenthal ([31], p.231). Then CQ does not embed isomorphically in Kd (E,P)
provided j3 has Property M0 .
In fact the methods of the proof of Theorem 30 yield another result.
Theorem 32
Let X be a Banach space with a semi-normalized Schauder basis (3 = (en )!JLi which has
Property
7/5" € Ld(X,j3) is strictly singular then S is compact.
Proof Let 5 : X ->• X be given by
Sen = An en ,

Vn € N

where An is a scalar.
If S is not compact since (3 has Property MO, there exists a subsequence {m*} so that
0 < m = inf |Amfc) .
K

Then {Amfc }Jl 1 lies in some compact set and so by Bolzano Weierstrass, some subsequence
of {Amfc } converges. By applying the Cauchy condition, there is a further subsequence
such that
—.
So that,

Therefore the sequence {T^-jJij is of bounded variation and so is a bounded multiplier
of the basic sequence {enk }^=l . Let Xi = [enjjij. If 5i is the multiplier on [e^]^ given
by (-r-)fcli,
then for scalars (c/t).
^ ^
—
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bo that, S\x l is an isomorphism on X\ and hence 5 is not strictly singular. D.
Corollary 33
If X is a hereditarily indecomposable Banach space and /3 = (en )£°=1 is a semi-normalized
Schauder basis of X which has Property M0 , then every element of L d (X,Q] is of the
form XI -r K, where X is a scalar and K is an element of Kd (X,/3).

Proof Every operator on a hereditarily indecomposable Banach space is of the form
XI + 5, where S is a strictly singular operator. If T € Ld (X,P), then T = XI + 5,
where 5 is a strictly singular element of Ld (X,p). By Theorem 32, 5 is an element of

Example 34
If X is a reflexive hereditarily indecomposable Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder
basis ft which has Property M0 , then Ld (X,/3) = Kd (X,(3] 0 sp(7).
Therefore Ld (X, /3) is a separable Banach space which is isomorphic to a dual space, and
so both Ld (X,P) and Kd (XJ P), have the RNP.
Therefore to answer the main question of [1] it suffices to find a semi-normalized basis of
a reflexive hereditarily indecomposable Banach space which has Property
If we consider spaces of compact operators several results are also known. If we consider
the special £°° space Y constructed in [36] with Y* isomorphic to f1 , K(Y) is isomorphic
to I1 ® Y = K(co,Y). By a result of Diestel and Morrison [33], since Y has RNP,
K(co,Y) and so K(Y) has RNP and does not contain CQ. ([35]).
A bounded subset A of a Banach space E is limited if for every weak * null sequence
(x*) in the dual space E* ,x*n (x] —>• 0 uniformly for x in A. If every limited subset of E
is relatively norm compact then E has the Gelfand-Phillips property.
In [32], Emmanuele shows that the £°° space X constructed in [36] such that X has
the Schur property is such that L(X) has the Gelfand-Phillips property. Therefore, l°°
does not embed in L(X) and CQ does not embed in K(X). It should be noted that
if a Banach space is separable, it has the Gelfand-Phillips property. Further spaces of
compact operators which do not contain CQ are given in [34].
The following questions arise naturally.
Question 35 Is there a reflexive Banach space X such that CQ does not embed in K(X)
or such that K(X) has the RNP!

Question 36
Is there a Banach space X such that L(X) is separable?

6. Banach Algebra Properties of Kd(X,fi} and Ld(X,/3).
Our first theorem concerns Ld (X,P).
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Theorem 37
Let X be a Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder basis /3 = (en )°°=
Then
Ld(X,/3) is a semisimple Banach algebra and the character space of Kd (X, 0)~is homeomorphic to N.

Proof Let v? : Kd (X,0) -> C be a multiplicative functional. If x 2 = x G Kd (X (3) then
y?(:r2 ) = v?(x) 2 = <p( x ) so (p(x) € {0, 1).
Thus for m ^ n,
m + e~n ) = 0 or 1
and

<p(e™)

= 0 or 1

For a E Kd (X,0) we must have
00

m=l

for some m 6 N.
The spectrum of Kd (X,0) is {(e~m )* : m € N}.
Consider A = sp(7) ® Kd (X,@) and y> on A, if y = 0 on Kd (X,@) and ^> ^ 0 on A then

so Kd (X,/3) = ker(^. So the spectrum of A is {(e^)* : m 6 N U {oo}} where
a) = lim

m—>oo

for all a £ A.

Since A has an identity its spectrum is compact. Also (f> ^ <p(e~m ) is weak-* continuous
on Kd(X,/3)* or A*, and since {0, 1} is discrete the spectrum of Kd(X,/3) is discrete and
continuously embedded in the spectrum of A. The one point compactification is minimal
so the spectrum of A is homeomorphic to NU {oo}. If one considers the mappings defined
on Ld(X,/3) by 5 M> (e*, 5en ), then these are clearly characters. Also if (e*, Sen ) = 0 for
all n, then 5 = 0. Therefore the characters of Ld (X, (3) separate the points of Ld (X, (3)
and by ([22], p.83) Ld (X,0) is semisimple. D
The proof of Theorem 37 shows that if X is a Banach Spaces with a semi-normalized
basis 0 and every multiplier on /? is of the form A/ + K, where A is a scalar and K is
a compact multiplier, then the spectrum of Ld(X,(3) is homeomorphic to N U {oo}, the
one point compactification of N. If fl is unconditional, Ld(X,/3) is l°° and the spectrum
of Ld (X, j3) is homeomorphic to /?N, the Stoue-Cech compactification of N.
Question 37(a)

Which topological spaces are homeomorphic to the spectra of multiplier algebras L d (X,
where (3 is a semi-normalized Schauder basis of a Banach space X?
Let A be a Banach algebra. A Banach space X is a A-bimodule if X is a bimodule with
respect to the bilinear maps (a, x) H-> a.x from A x X into X and (a, x) M- x.a from A x X
into X. A derivation from A into X is a linear map D : A ^ X such that

D(a.b) = a.Db + Da.b for a, 6 € A.
The continuity of homomorphisms and derivations on Banach algebras of operators has
been extensively studied (cf. [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]).
It is well known (cf [16]) that if all homomorphisms on a Banach algebra A are continuous
then all derivations from A are continuous. In general the converse of this statement is
false. ([23]).
We prove an automatic continuity result for the derivations from the algebra of compact
multipliers on a semi-normalized Schauder basis.

Theorem 38
Let X be a Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder basis j3 = (en }™= i- The deriva
tions from Kd(X,/3) are continuous.
Proof Let X be a Banach Kd(X,/3) bimodule and D : Kd(X,/3) —> X be a derivation.
Let C(D] = {a € Kd (X,(3) : b •-> D(ab) is continuous}

D(b e~n ) =
Since (en )* is continuous for all n, en € £(D) for all n. The smallest ideal which contains
each en in Kd (X,P) is Kd (X,p) itself. Since £(D) is a closed ideal of Kd (X,P) for any
derivation D,Kd (X,/3) = C(D).
Since Kd (X,0) has a bounded approximate identity (e~i + e~2 + • • • + en )™=i, given Tn -» 0
as n -¥ oo in Kd(X,/3), by Cohen's factorization theorem ([22], 11.12), there exists
R G Kd (X,/3) and 5n in Kd (X,P) with Tn = RSn and 5n ->• 0 as n -+ oo. Since
7? € £(£>), the mapping 5 H> D(H5) is continuous and so D(Tn ) = D(RSn ) -)• 0 as
n ->• oo. It follows that the derivation D is continuous. D.
Dales and Woodin ([23]) have shown under the continuum hypothesis (CH) there exist
discontinuous homomorphisms on CQ. Thus, under this hypothesis, homomorphisms need
not be continuous on the algebra of compact multipliers of a semi-normalized Schauder
basis.
A natural question is:
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Question 39 If X is a Banach space with a semi-normalized Schauder basis 3, are
derivations from Ld(X,/3) automatically continuous?
It should be noted that a derivation of a semisimple commutative Banach algebra into
itself is continuous and hence zero (cf. [22], p.95). In the section above we have considered
derivations into general bimodules.
In [18] a James type space E was considered and it was shown that there are discontinuous
derivations on L(E), the algebra of bounded operators on E. By Theorem 38, derivations
are continuous on the James space J.

If D : A —> X is given by
D(a] = a.i — x.a, V a G A
for some x E X, then D is called an inner derivation.
A Banach algebra A is amenable if, for every Banach A-bimodule X, every continuous
derivation D : A -> X* is inner.
Question 40 If X is a Banach space with semi-normalized Schauder basis /?, under what
conditions is either Kd(X, /3) or Ld(X, (3) amenable?
In [37] it was shown that under symmetrized approximation property A on X, the algebra
K(X) of compact operators on X is amenable.
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Chapter 6
A Construction of Families of Multiplier Algebras
and a Multiplier Invariance for the Haar Basis.
Introduction
In Chapter 5 the properties of multiplier algebras of diagonal operators on semi-normalized
Schauder bases in Banach space were investigated. Although some examples were given,
the extent of known examples is still small. In the first part of this chapter a general
method is given for the construction of multiplier algebras.
In the second part of this chapter invariances of the form D,E — E are considered for
sequence spaces D and E. In particular a non trivial multiplier invariance is proved for
the normalized Haar basis of the Banach space L J [0, 1).

1. Lindenstrauss Bases
Lindenstrauss [4] considered an explicit quotient mapping of il onto Z^jO, 1]. Let Q :
I1 ->• I 1 [0,1]- be given by
forO< fc<2n ,n
The kernel of Q, kerQ is the subspace D of I1 which is spanned by the basic sequence
It is shown that D has no unconditional basis and is not isomorphic to a dual space. Let
1
/n = en — ~(e2n+i + e2n+2 ), ^ € Z .
2

The basis (/n )S=o in ^ has the Mowing properties [5]:
(A) [/n]^L0 nas no unconditional basis.
(B) [/n]SLo is not isomorphic to a dual space.
(C)([/n]~=o r is isomorphic to f°
(D) ([/n]£Lo) is complemented in no dual space.
If (zi)£0 is a Schauder basis for a Banach space X with co-efficient functional (/n)£L0
which'satisfy conditions (A), (B), (C) and (D) then (zt-)£i is a Lindenstrauss basis for

X.
Holub and Retherford [5] showed that CQ has a Lindenstrauss basis.
This is the basis (xn )~=1 for CQ considered in Example 11 of Chapter 5. The co-efficient
functional of (zn )S£=i are (/n )SL0 in P94

In Chapter 5, the operator norm of a multiplier A : CQ —> CQ given by
Vn G Z 4"

Ax n = An x n ,
was shown to be
j

00

^

II A ll=sup[|An | + ^—

fc= 2J n +2J -l

j=l ^

n=N

|Afc-A[Jfe/2

An immediate consequence of the evaluation of || A || for a multiplier A on (xn )™=l and of
the equivalence of the multiplier bases (x~n )^°=1 and (/n )£L0 is the following Proposition.

Proposition 1
Let (\k}^Li and (/i^)^_1 be sequences of scalars. Then

-^n+-

1
i V^oo
Fl \
^
< SUPn [|An + JJ J= 1 27

^°°

II

i\

-

1 V^n+-

f/iere exists a constant K such that

< A- SuPn [|An |
Proof These inequalities are restatements of

and

00

00

00

n=l

n=l

n=l

oo

oo

oo

|| £ An/Vfn ||,,<|| ^ A./. ||yy|| ^/xn /n Ho D
n=l
n=l
n=l

2. A Stochastic Approach
Let (An)^L0 be tne dyadic a-algebras on [0,1]: that is
= {*, [0,1)}
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-2

and in general An has atoms In<k = [^r,^r),0 < k < T.
probability measure P on [0,1).

Consider the Lebesgue

Consider the dyadic tree consisting of nodes T = {(n,Ar) : n > 0,0 < k < 2") and
consider a function A : T —>• F, F is the field of scalars. Define random variables (Xn)^.,
by setting
Xn (w) = A(n,fc), Vu>€ [—, -^) n > 0,0 < k < 2n .
If the dyadic tree T has nodes enumerated as in Tree 1 (see Appendix) then the pro
cess (Xn )%L0 is adapted to the filtration (An )^L0 . Let T(n^) denote the subtree of T
commencing at node (n, k)
The multiplier norm of the Lindenstrauss basis of CQ described in section 1 above, and in
Chapter 5, Example 11, can be expressed as
CO

where A2n+fc = A(n,fc) for n > 0,0 < k < 2n ie. the enumeration of (An )Jl0 is as in Tree
2 (see Appendix).
We set out the calculation of this expression below.
We can write

Therefore,

For / defined on [0,1],

So,

Since P(/(n,fc)) = ^r V(n, A:) € T.
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Thus:

| + £~JX, - X,+l \\An]

This is the same expression as calculated in Chapter 5, Example 11
The above observation can be generalized.
Theorem 2
Let (An)™=0 be a filtration o/[0, 1) with each An consisting of a finite number mn of atoms
In In • • .
g A
ee.g.
Vn-*2»
— -f
•'Vi —

Jmn \
> Jfn

Given a scalar function on the tree
^n) = {(w,A:) : n € Z+ , 1 < k < mn },
e a process (Xn )^=0 by

/or u; € /fc,^ ^ 0,1 < fc < 7nn . Let 1-(An },(n.,k) be the subtree 0/Z(>in ) commencing at node
The following expressions all define norms of multiplier algebras where

= A(n + 1, fc),

supn
sup{
SUPn

1 < fc < mn+i for n > 0

|| E[|XB | -f £~ n |X,- - Xj+1 ||X] Hoc
|| E[(|XPO | 2 + ££i |XP> - ^+1 | 2 )^|^PO ] Hoc: Po < Pi < P2 < • • • }
j=0 -7 ~

J+l

-n

(A)
(B)

oo

snpn { || E^o1 \*Pi ~ *w I' + l^nl 2]^ IU : J* < Pi • • • < Pn,n > 0}

Proof To show the result holds, if en is the sequence (Spn )^=l in w, we need to show that
(en )£°=1 is a semi-normalized Schauder basis under each of expression (A),(B),(C), (D);
this proves that the resulting sequence space is 7-perfect [3]. We then need to show that
each of the expressions defines a £#-algebra in u; and that each en and e = (l,l,!,-••)
lies in this BA'-algebra.
(A) We can write

xn =
Kk<mn
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Therefore

1 \\(},k>)
where (j, ,fc>) is the predecessor in the tree T(An) of (j + l,
For / defined on [0, 1)

J- E

l<Jt<m n

So,

£

1 <P< m n-H

Thus,
SUPn

B

=n

n

oc

^

O't

),(n,fc)}

It is easily seen that each en (n € N) and e = (1,1,1,...) has finite expression (A).
Moreover the expression clearly defines the norm of a £?A'-space.
Li is as enumerated in the statement,
oo

., = sup
n

then it is also very clear that,
n

Ti+1

n

So that (ek)f= i is a Schauder basis in the space and the condition, sup || ^J ^k ||< oo
n

, _-

defines the sequences in the space. If (^n )™=i and (^n)SLi lie in the space, for (n, k) € I(An )

(An)
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Since, the supremum norm is dominated by the expression (A),

oo

,<

oo

00

Thus the expression (A) defines a multiplier algebra.
The proof for (B) is similar.
We consider the expression (D). Clearly each en and e = (1,1, !,-••) lies in the space
defined by (D).
If (Xn )^L0 is the process defined by (An)^ and (K)£Lo ls *ne process defined by (^n )^-i,
then

M\X,,Y»-;
tr

IO

.

I tr

IO\

SUPn II 'n MOO
oo

1-1 IV

_ V

12 _L IV

|2l£ ||

oo

Thus the expression defined by (D) is a 5/f-algebra. It is clear that
n

n+1

and that the condition supn || ^Ib=i ^ e^ ll< °° is tne same as expression (D) being finite,
so (D) defines a multiplier algebra. The proof for (C) is similar.D.
Example 3 By varying the filtration clearly many examples can be constructed.
Let (An ) be the filtration given by
An has atoms {[0, £), [£, £•),.••, I 1^ !)}•
Let (Zn )~=0 be defined by
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where 7n , fc = [£, *±I), n > Q and 0 < k < n!
Then

oo

suP ||E[|Zn

1 \7. — 7 . .1! A 1 II 00

n

j=n

is the multiplier norm
oo

m,

, mj

k=p m ,J

where we refer to Tree 3 (See Appendix) for the underlying tree. The points pm ,j and
qm j are the first and last nodes of the jth level of the subtree commencing at node m
and \ kl is the predecessor in the tree of A^.O.
Example 4 Consider the basic sequence in I1 given by
/n = e n - (1 - r) 6 2n+l ~ re 2n+2,

for 0 < r < 1, n > 0.
Let P be the Lebesgue measure on [0,1) and consider the filtration (Ai)SS=0 °
where
has atoms {[0, 1)}
AI has atoms {[0,r),[r, 1)}
A2 has atoms {[0,r2 ), [r2 ,r), [r,2r - r2 ), [2r - r2 , 1)} etc.
Thus An has atoms {/n,jt : 0 .< fc < 2n }, where /n+ i,2/t and /n+ i,2fc+i cover /n>fc disjointly
in the ratio r : r — 1, as shown in Tree 4 (See Appendix).
If Qr : il -+ L 1 ^ 1] is defined by

then since

L

r is a quotient mapping of ^! onto L l [Q,l), since the functions (P(/n)fc))~ 1 I/nfc are the
extreme points of the unit ball of L l ([Q, 1), An, P), and the unit ball of ^([0, 1)1 An, P) is
the closed convex hull of its extreme points. Also the conditions of the first lemma stated
in [4] are satisfied, so ker(5r is not complemented in any dual Banach space.
However, kerQr is spanned by the basic sequence [fn]™=l . If we consider ^(k) as defined
in Chapter 5, Example 11, then we can study the sequence (x;)^0 in CQ given by
n
j=0
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where p(n) and q(n) are as determined by Tree 5 (See Appendix).

Then (xrn )%L0 has co-efficient functionals (ft)%L0 - The arguments of [5] may be adapted
to show that (x;)~=0 is a basis of CQ. Then the multipliers (An )~=0 of (x;)~=0 may be
identified using the technique of Chapter 5, Example 11.
Thus if
f)
T r T7
=
^ u
it >
' vn*t'»,i
— A

then

oo

2J n+2J+1 -2

A ||=sup[|A n |-f
n

where s(n,fc) and t(n,fc) are as determined in Tree 6 (See Appendix) and we can show
that this can be written
oo

n

j=n

using the same method as Chapter 6, Section 2.
Since (/J)5JL0 ^oes no^ sPan a space complemented in a dual space and ll /keiQr is
isomorphic to L^O, 1], the arguments outlined in [4] show that (x^)£L0 (0 < r < 1) is a
Lindenstrauss basis of CQ.
In [5] it was asked: "how many Lindenstrauss bases with mutually non isomorphic co
efficient spaces GO does admit?"
We have shown.
Proposition 5

There is a continuum c of Lindenstrauss bases of CQ whose co-efficient functionals form
basic sequences in I1 which span subspaces isomorphic to D.
This follows from [20],p.l08, Theorem 2.f.8.

3. The Haar Basis and Multiplier Invariances
Consider the space u of all scalar sequences. By an FK space we mean a subspace
of u) with a complete metrizable locally convex topology with continuous coordinate
functionals /„ : (zjk)!£i ^ x«- ^n FK space whose topology is defined by a norm is
called a BK-sp&ce.
Let ek be the sequence with 1 as the fcth co-ordinate and 0 elsewhere and <p the subspace
of uj which consists of all finitely supported sequences.
For sequences x - (zjt)!£=i an<^ 3/ = (yO?Li we define a multiplication in u by

x o y = (x kyk)T=i
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For subsets A and B of u> we define

Ao B = [x oy : x € A,y € B}.
Conditions have been obtained on an FK space E which ensure that multiplier invariances
of the form
E = DoE
hold for specific FK spaces D. (e.g. [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]).
We recall for convenience some details from Chapter 5, Example 12.
The convergence field of the strong convergence method ([14]) is the space [cs] defined by
oo

[cs] = {(zjt)S=i :

\ xk\ = o(l) as j —^ oo and Y^Zfc exists }

/^

k=l

The space [cs] is complete under the norm
n

II ( xk)T=i ll[c*]= sup I ]T xk 4- sup

J

fc=l

n

]T

|z fc |

and (en )'^L 1 is a Schauder basis for [cs].
It was shown in [15] that the multiplier algebra of (en )™=1 in [cs] is the space iv defined

by

j

j

~

where &j(x) = ~ ^22Kk<2^ 1 Xk -> ^e sPace ^v is a BK space under the norm
x \Vv=

' Xfc ~ Q^X ^' +

l a^ x ) " aj+i( a: )l + SUP \ QJ( X

The space Iv0 is defined as iv n CQ.
A sequence of integers is lacunary if there exists q > 1 such that
Afc+i >
The space iv is the space of sequences (zjt)!£=i f°r
oo

for all lacunary sequences of integers (A*)]^. It may also be shown that iv is isomorphic
as a Banach space to (®S-0

Definition 3.1
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Let 5 n = Y^k-i ek- A sequence x in an FK space containing ^, £, has property AB if
{s n o x}^°=1 form a bounded subset of E.
A sequence x has property AK if it has AB and s n • x converge to x in E.
If each element of a space has AB, we say E has A5. Similarly for property AK.
Let ft = {h G w : hk = 0 or /u = 1 for all A;}.
Let dn = £2B < fc<2»+1 ek (n > 0).
A sequence x has property [AB] in E if and only if x has property AB m E and {K o
dj o z}^ is a bounded subset of E.
A sequence x has [A A] in E if and only if it has both [AB] and AK in E.
Similarly E has [AB] or [A/f] if each element of E has the property.
The next result is from [13].
It has never been published. The proof given differs from that of [13] in that use is made
of the identification of tv as a multiplier algebra.
Theorem 6 Let E be an FK-spa.ce containing </?. The space E has property [AB] if and
only if E = tv o E.
The space E has property [AK] if and only if E = tv0 o E.
Proof First observe that the sets {|| 5n ||/v : n € N} and {|| hod™ \\ (v : h € H,m > 0} are
bounded in the BK-spzce tv. In fact if 2m < n< 2m+1
sn \\ tv = max[| 1 - am |, |am |] + | 1 - am | + |a
If m > 0 and h E U,
|| /* o cf" ||/,,=

max

\hk - OLm \ + 2|am | + |a m

Suppose now that E = £v o E. Given y £ tv and x £ E define Tx (y) = x o y. By
the closed graph theorem each mapping Tx is continuous and maps iv into E. The sets
{s n ox}~=1 = {Tr (5n )}~=1 and {T^ftcxP') : h € ft, j > 0} = {(ftotf'z)}£0 are bounded
subsets of E for each x G E.

Thus E has
Let E be an F/f space containing y> which has property [AB].
Since e = (1, 1, 1, 1, . . . ) € tv, E = e.E CtvoE.
Let y € IVQ and x G E. Given a continuous seminorm p on E, consider
2"" 1

\
o y o x — s 2 m — 1 oyo xj.
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We have

ox—s

9 m _1

yox

- x + an)*- • x Define a seminorm p|#| on E by
= sup p(h o x) for x e E.
A simple argument shows that for each x,y G <^
Pl^l(xoy) <4 || x
Thus,
2n — 1

oyox — 5 2"* — 1 oyox)\

4 E"=m max2J < fc<2J-n |yjt - OLj(y)\p\E\(dj x)
(^x){i:;:^_ 1 | Qj (y) - a,(y)| + |an (y)| 4- la
j p|E|((P o x) ^"~^ max2>< fc<2J-n |y* - a^y)!

My)l
The sequence (en )JLj is a Schauder basis of the algebra of compact multipliers £VQ and
y € tvQ , so
n-1

n-l

=m

~

=m —

0 as m, n —>• c».
Since E has [AB^supj-p^fcPz) < oo and supj-p(sj'x) < oo, so {s2"" 1 o y o x}^! is a
Cauchy sequence in E. Since E is complete and an F/f-space, y o x lies in E. Therefore,
ivQ o E C £. However, £u = ^0 ® 5p(e), soFC^o£CE + eo£; = JE;. That is
lv o E = E as required.
If E is an F/f-space containing y> such that E = iv0 o F. We define a map Tx (y) = x o y
for each x G F and y G ^UQ, the argument outlined before shows that E has [AB].
Let z £ E. Since F = &;0 o E, z = x oy where x 6 £VQ and y G E. Since the mapping Ty
is continuous from ivQ to F, for any continuous seminorm p on F,
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p(sn o z — z) = p(sn x o y — x o y)
= p(Ty (s»x-x))

->> 0 as n ->• oo, since x G Iv0 and (en )£°=1 is a Schauder basis of Iv0 , so sn x - x ->> 0 as
n —)• oo.
So E has Atf and [AB], that is E has [A/if].
If E is an FAr-space containing (f> has [A A'], then E has [A5] and we have shown that
tvQ o E C £. Since £ has [AA'j it has AAT, and by a result of Garling [7], E = bvQ o E.
However IVQ is an algebra of compact multipliers on a Schauder basis so bv0 C Iv0 and
hence, E = bv0 o E C £VQ o E C E; i.e. E = Iv0 o E as required. D.
Consider now the Banach space L^O, 1]. The normalized Haar functions are denned

= 1,

Vt€[0,l)

It is well known that the Haar functions define a monotone Schauder basis for Z^jO, 1].
(cf. [21], p.6).

Theorem 7
Let E be the BK -space associated with the normalized Haar basis o/Z^fO, 1]. Then E has
property [AK].
Therefore
and

E = Iv0 o E
E = iv o E.

That is the spaces iv$ and iv comprise of multipliers of the normalized Haar basis of

Proof Since the Haar basis is a Schauder basis of L^O, 1] its co-ordinate space certainly
has property AK.

CLAIM Given / = £m=i c,nhm € Ll [Q, 1], the set
2 n -l

"+Jt : n > 0}
is bounded in the L J [0, 1] norm
The claim is true because the functions /i2»,^2"+i, • • • ,/i2'>+ 1 -i are disjointly supported,
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and so

II V^2 n -l

-

O

—

Thus E has AK and [AB], so that E has [AK] as required. D.
The multiplier invariances E = IVQ o E and E = iv o E follow from Theorem 6. D.
It would be interesting to find a better multiplier result for the normalized Haar basis on
L^O, 1]. In the space Lp [0, 1], 1 < p < oo, the Haar system is also a monotone Schauder
basis. It is a deep result due to Paley [16] that in this case the Haar system is an
unconditional basis of Lp [0, 1], 1 < p < oo, and so its multiplier algebra is l°°. Burkholder
[17], [18], [19] has used martingale methods to discover the unconditional constant of the
Haar basis in Lp [0,l] and connections with certain boundary value problems. It would
be interesting if such techniques could be applied to the space L^O, 1].
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Chapter 4
Diagram 1

M

Q N(nj)

—————————————————^ M

N(nj)

N(nj)

U

V

i(
ni

Nf

M

nJ

> M
I

Diagram 2

D1

M

M
U1

V1

M

=D

M

or

D1 = I - D

Diagram 3

'11

M

M
U

Ci
TU = T

/© ivi

I
or

_ I-T
TU11 =
110

\) 1°°

Chapter 5
Figure 1

x,

X,
S,
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X,

Chapter 6
Tree 1
(n,k)

(0,0)

d.i)

(1,0)

(2,0)

(3,0)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(3,2)

(2.3)

(2,2)

(3,3)

(3,4)

(3,5)

(3,7)

(3.6)

Tree 2
2n+k

Xi

X7

AIO

AH

'15

Tree 3
Ai

• 10
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[Tree 4

njc

n+l,2k+l

n+l,2k

1-r

fTreeS

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

If m = 2n+k where n> 0, 0 < k < 2n is a node of the tree.
Then p(m) is the number of plus signs on the branch joining node 1 and node m
(including node m), as shown in Tree 5.
Also q(m) = n-p(m).
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Tree 6
Main Tree

8

10

11

12

n

13

14

15

Subtree commencing at
noden

s(n,k) is the number of plus signs on the branch joining node n and node k
(including node k but excluding node n) as shown in the subtree above.
t(n,k) is the number of minus signs on the branch joining node n and node k
(including node k but excluding node n) as shown in the subtree above.
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